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www.UCFnews.com ·Monday, August 23, 2004 
THE GREA AND GLORIOUS O'LEARVS ABOUND, 
WHERE IS HE NOW? 
'KERRY' WRITES 
FUTURE BIASED Alex Haynes is sett break the UCF rushing record. 
- SEE SPORTS, 81 - SEE SPORTS, 88 
' 




Gifts of $ 24 million, 
$10 million continue 
to transform campus 
ANDRES HEALY 
News Editor 
Two huge donations have put UCF 
in the money - by a combined $34 mil-
lion. 
In a donation of unprecedented size, 
Northrop Grumman Space Technology 
gave UCF a donation worth $24 million 
to the College of Optics and Photonics. 
Of that gift, $22 million is in patent and 
patent applications. The remaining $2 
million is in equipment and cash. 
At the same time, the benefactors of 
the Burnett Honors College have donat-
ed $10 million to UCF. 
The Northrop Grumman patents and 
equipment are in the field of extreme 
ultraviolet lithography - a process 
expected to replace current computer 
chip making technology. 
"This now gives us a platform to train 
HEIDI A. OE VRIES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Student employees spent much of last wee~ moving equipment from destroyed areas of the Recreation and Wellness Center. Above, rusted weights and cardiovascular machines rest in front of piies of ruined wooden flooring. 
· the future scientists and engineers who 
are going to be needed as this new form 
of lithography comes into being," optics 
professor Martin Richardson said in a 
press release . 
The lithography developments are 
expeded to decrease the size of ehip 
components fro~ 100 nanometers to 10 
nanometers - about a thousandth of 
the thickness of a human hair. Hurricane 
shuts down 
gym for fall 
MONICA PANAKOS . 
Staff Writer 
building opened in January 2002. 
. Between 80 perc~nt and 85 per-
cent of the center's roof was 
destroyed in the Aug. 13 hurricane, 
which had sustained winds of 90 
mph and gusts up to 105 mph as it 
passed directly through the Orlando 
area. 
Although the soaking left the inte-
rior of the center severely water-
logged, the outside of the building 
sustained little damage. 
ing which equipment can be fixed 
and which must be replaced. "We 
can look and decide what to replace, 
but we don't know abo'ut the long-
term damage," Wilkening said. 
The cost estimate for total dam-
ages will be released this week. 
Since the hurricane did little dam-
age to the rest of campus, Wilkening 
suspects the center may have been in 
the path of a tornado like those fre-
quently spun out of such storms. 
construction work on the addi~ion to 
the Student Union also suffered 
minor damage. 
Rec center officials took several 
measures to protect the building. 
Prior to the hurricane, several sand 
bags were placed along the bottom 
seams of the center's doors to pre-
vent water from entering the build-
ing. However, it did nothing to pre-
vent the damage from the rain that 
poured in through the exposed roof. 
UCF will license its technological 
breakthroughs to individual companies, 
that in turn will pay UCF royalty fees. · 
Also, following the $10 million dona-
tion UCF announced the founding of 
the Burnett College of Biomedical Sci-
ences during .July's Board of Trustees 
meeting. 
The Recreation and Wellness 
Center is closed after winds from 
Hurricane Charley ripped off most 
off the roof of the three-year-old 
building, inviting massive rain dam-
age that destroyed carpeting, wood 
floors and exercise equipment. 
Workers already have ripped up 
all of the rotting hardwood floors and 
carpeting from the group exercise 
rooms and basketball courts. Most of 
the center's 73 electrical machines 
were ruined and the 18,000 pounds 
of free weights are now rusted. 
"It appears that none of the free 
weights or cardio will be saved," 
Wilkening said. The mostly ruined 
equipment was installed at a cost of 
$1.5 million. · 
, Charley strucl< Central Florida 
hard Friday night after devastating 
the Punta Gorda community on the 
southwest Florida coast. Estimated 
damages statewide range from $9 bil-
lion to $15 billion. Twenty-two deaths 
due to hurricane-related injuries 
have been reported. ' 
Elsewhere on campus, houses on 
Greek Row suffered minor roof dam-
age. A portion of the roof at the 
That damage was not discovered 
until 7:15 a.m. Saturday when Gary 
Cahen, the intramural coordinator, 
arrived at the building. He quickly 
called Wilkening and told him, "You 
might want to come down here. The 
roof blew off." 
Said Wilkening: "The initial 
response was shock." 
· The donation, made by Al and Nancy 
Burnett of Winter Park, the benefactors 
whose name already graces the Burnett 
Honors College and the Burnett House 
where the UCF president lives, will 
allow UCF to expand on a previously 
planned life sciences building. 
· Said President John Hitt: "This will 
be a -transformational gift. It Will allow 
us to transform the lives of individuals 
at UCE and those who, will benefit from Jim Wilkening, associate director 
of the center, estimated it will not 
reopen until~t least February and 
perhaps not until after the end of the 
new academic year. The $12.5 million 
Worker:s immediately tried to pre-
serve what they could. "We put bags 
on as many machines as we could to 




HEIDI A. DE VRIES 
Managing Editor' 
Summer reading turned 
expensive for some students 
who couldn't renew their UCF 
Library books online and were 
slammed with late fees. 
Students who weren't regis-
tered for any classes. during the 
sumnier semesters couldn't 
access online services during 
the summer because their 
identification didn't work for 
the online book renewal· sys:.. 
tern. 
The reason for this is con-
tracts, said Meg Scharf, associ-
ate dj.rector for Public Services 
at the library. 
The library renewal system 
is tied to research databases 
-~ontracted by UCF. The con-
tracts, Scharf said, are based on 
c~ent enrollment figures. 
"What some people are real-
ly asking for is remote access to 
databases, and we're contractu-
ally obligated to provide access 
only · to c~rent students," 
Exercise equipment vendors have 
begun assessing the damage; decid-
· Alpha Delta Phi sorority house caved 
in, forcing residents to move out 
temporarily. The Libra dorms and 
MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTVRE 
Students enrolled for summer could renew books normally, but others had to bring in the books. 
Scharf said. 
Scharf is referring to the 
research databases like Acade-
mic Search Premier and Lexis-
Nexis. These databases are 
provided to all students on 
campus and to enrolled stu-
dents through an online proxy.· 
The databases are also 
required for UCF to remain an 
accredited institution.· 
Students who enrolled in 
classes during summer could 
renew books normally. ''We're 
even open summer weekends," 
Scharf said. 
Those who didn't take sum-
mer classes can renew their 
books by physically bringing 
· the checked-out items into the 
library - if they can prove that 
they are taking classes during 
the fall. 
Students who aren't in 
Orlando are out of luck and 
should mail their materials to 
the library to avoid the late 
fees. 
There was a small amount 
of students who were enrolled 
in summer classes but weren't 
in the area because they were 
taking remote classes. For 
those students, Scharf's recom-
mendation is to check out 
library books, and research 
materials through other public 
universities. All Florida state 
PLEASE SEE CHECK ON A 12 
\Vhat;rnatterslllore 
to swing voters: 
dolllestic or foreign? 
KATE HOWELL 
Staff Writer 
Young and undecided vot-
ers may soon find themselves 
center stage in the political 
process, as many experts feel 
they will decide who becomes 
the next president. 
That group comprises 10 
percent to 12 percent of the 
electorate, polls suggest. 
Given the fact that the levels of 
support for both President 
George W. Busb and John 
Kerry are firm, close and 
largely unchanging, this group 
of undecideds is crucial to the 
outcome~ 
"The race across the coun-
try is very tight, and the race 
across Florida is very fight," 
Aubrey Jewett, a UCF profes-
sor whose specialties include 
local politics, said. "That 10 or 
12 percent will decide the elec-
tion." 
The chairman of the 
Orange County Republican 
The gift is particularly valuable 
PLEASE SEE PLANS ON A6 
Executive Committee, Lew 
Oliver, not only agrees but 
takes that statement a step fur-
ther. · 
"Every election for every 













chairman of the Orange Coun-
ty Democratic Executive 
Committee, and Jewett believe 
that swing voters are focused 
on the same issues as the rest 
of the country. 
Oliver strongly disagrees. 
"The nature of a swing voter is 
undecided," he said. "They go 
to the winning side and make 
a conscious decision not to 
make up their minds until the 
PLEASE SEE 8URNETTS ON A 13 
last minute." 
However, all three 
observers agree that the econ-
omy and security will be the 
biggest issues in the presiden-
tial election. 
"In a normal election, it is 
domestic issues, usually the 
economy, that are most impor-
tant," Jewett said. "This is not a 
totally normal election. While. 
I still thj.nk the economy is the 
No. I issue, security, the war in 
Iraq and the war on terror-
all of which are lihked in peo-
ple's minds - is No. 2." 
Undecided voter Jill Eck, a 
19-year-old criminal justice 
major, agreed, saying the war 
in Iraq and . other national 
affairs ultimately will guide 
her vote. 
''.America needs to mind its 
· own business and stop send-1 
ing people over to other coun1' 
tries where they are not wel-
come," she said. "Basically, [we 
PLEASE SEE ECONOMY· ON A 14 
A2 __________________________ ~~~~~~--_:__~~~~--~~~~----~~~~~--~~__:_~~--!...----~~J --~Au~gu~st~23~,2~0~04~·~(tnita~='~"~od...:..:..:.::ba~:Jutim~ 
Around Campus 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
News never takes a summer ibreak Nation&world 
Keep current with headlines 
you 'may have missed 
' 
Support elementary education 
The USPS Staff Council is col-
lecting school supplies for com-
munity schools all this week. Stu-
dents with any supplies to drop 
off for school children can do so 
at various points around campus, 
including the Business Ac:lmh$-
tration Building, the Computer 
Store, the CREOL lobby, Millican 
Hall and the Studerit Health Cen-
ter. 
For more information, call Liz 
Rodriguez at 407-882-1227. 
Schmooze with the Jews 
Hillel, the Jewish student 
union, will be hosting the Hillel 
Schmooze Fair from 10 a.m. to 6 
p.m. today in Student Union 218A 
Students are invited to attend for 
free food, giveaways and games. 
For more information, see 
their Web site at http://www.cen-
tralfloridahillel.com or call 
Rebecca Solomon at 407-362-3317. 
Protest in New York 
Campus Peace Action will be 
rallying members and interested 
parties to protest the Republican 
National Convention. The group 
will leave on Saturday and.come 
back Aug. 31. 
"I. E-mail Matt De Vlieger at bell-
weather@fatamerican.tv if inter-
ested. 
Dinner and a turkey 
The Baptist Collegiate Min-
istries is meeting at 7 p.m. today 
on the Arena steps. They will 
have dinner at 2 Scoops Cafe and 
then go to Boardwalk Bowl The 
evening costs $7, and for more 
information call Brad Crawford 
or Rachel Hobbs at 407-823-5336. 
Scavenger hunt 
BCM will meet at 7 p.m. 
tomorrow on the steps of the 
Arena to give instructions on a 
scavenger hunt. After the hunt, 
participants will meet at Pegasus 
Landing to discuss the successes 
and to watch the videos of the 
evening. 
Freshmen feast 
Hillel will be offering free 
appetizers while freshmen meet 
and greet each other at 7 p.m. 
tomorrow, outside on the Wack-
adoo's Patio outside the Student 
Union. For more information, call 
Jason Harris at 407-362-3317. 
Smoke the vote 
NORML will sponsor "Smoke 
the Vote" and talk about the 
importance of drug reform laws 
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Wednesday 
outside of the Student Union as 
part of Radical Rush. NORML 
will be registering voters and 
encourage an "open mike ses-
sion" after a presentation by Law 
Enforcement for Drug Reform. 
Death by cheesecake 
Hillel will be sponsoring an 
all-you-can-eat cheesecake event 
8:30 p.m. Thursday at the front 
steps outside Millican Hall For $5, 
participants can either catch a 
ride or meet the group at the 
Cheesecake Factory in Winter 
Park Village at 9 p.m. 
For more information, call 
Noah Saposnikat 407-362-3317. 
Let us know 
While students were 
away, tuition went up 
and money came in 
RAMONA THOMAS 
Contributing Writer 
Summer is not a vacation 
for everyone. While many stu-
dents were away, the UCF 
community remained up and 
running. Here are a few cam-
pus headlines since April that 
students might have missed, 
as reported by the Future: 
Tuition rise 
Undergraduates ci.nd Flori-
da residents are paying 7.5 per-
cent more in tuition this fall 
than they did last spring, while 
all other students are paying 
an additional 12.5 percent. 
As reported May 12, UCF's 
Board of Trustees embraced 
the increase, which was man-
dated by the state. The board 
declined to raise tuition rates 
for non-Florida resident stu-
dents by an additional 2.5 per- dent, in which a member was 
cent. The board also consid- tied to a tree and dou~ed with 
ered but did not approve chocolate syrup, marshmal-
increases in the parking decal lows and vegetable oil after 
fee or the health fee. presenting his girlfriend with 
For undergraduate Florida a fraternity charm. A decision 
residents, the cost of the aver- on whether to end the frater-
age credit hour jumped to nity's suspension is due soon 
$68.16 from $63.41. Florida res- from the Office of Student 
idents who are graduate stu- Rights and Responsibilities. 
dents saw their credit-hour fee The academic honor 
jump to $191.95, up from marked the second year in a 
$170.63. row that Phi Delta Theta was 
Non-resident undergradu- so recognized, and the first 
ate fees rose $48.51 per credit time a suspended fraternity 
hour to $462.02, and non-resi- 1 had won it. 
dent graduate fees were 
increased by $89.09 per hour Added cost of summer 
to $801.89. UCF students registered 
for · summer classes received 
Funding for '.~deo games what may have been an 
At the end of the Florida unpleasaI).t surprise on May 
Legislature's session last 18, when late fees were 
spring, UCF had 50 million . assessed for all students who 
reasons to celebrate as it had not paid their tuition prior 
received the biggest increase to that date. 
awarded to any university in With multiple payment 
the state: $50.3 million. deadlines and rules that 
Overall, UCF's base fund- changed depending upon 
ing from the state rose to ·when a student registered, 
$333.8 'million for the current many students were caught 
school year, up from $283.5 unaware an'd. faced a $100 
million last year, an increase of blemish on their fee audits, the 
17.75 percent, the Future Future reported June 2. 
reported May 12. The second- Although the state authorizes 
largest increase in state fund- a university fo assess the fees, 
ing, $43.1 million, went to the UCF itself is responsible for 
University of Florida. assigning those fees when it 
UCF also received funding decides it is time to do so. 
for "Project E,'' a new academy 
to teach students the skills 
they need to work in the 
video-gaming industry. The 
project, which rece ived $4.2 
million from the state, is a 
partnership between UCF and 
EA Sports, a division of Elec-
tronic Arts Inc., which is 
famous for its sports-related 
video games. UCF will use the 
funds to create the Florida 
Interactive Entertainment 
Academy in the College of 
Arts and Sciences. 
Not a bunch of dummies 
· Desp.ite its status as a fra-
ternity on suspension follow--
ing a hazing incident last 
spring, Phi Delta Theta was 
recognized by the Office of 
Greek Affairs for having the 
highest collective GPA among 
campus fraternities, the Future 
reported May 26. 
Phi Delta Theta has com-
plied with all sanctions 
imposed after the hazing ind-
Fire scorches Arboretum 
A fire sparked by lightning 
tore through 10 acres of the 
UCF Arboretum on June 3, 
sending a huge plume of 
smoke into the sky and falling 
ash across the campus. 
Firefighters doused the 
blaze before it could cause any 
damage to nearby buildings or 
parking lots, the Future report-
ed June 9. Bulldozers were 
bought in to clear away poten-
tial kindling and trees, and 
bushes were hosed dow.n to 
prevent the fire from spread-
ing across the roads. 
UCF keeping dean 
The number of alcohol 
arrests on the UCF main cam-
pus dropped 36 percent in 
2003. While the rest of the 
nation's.· schools continued 
their decade-long climb 
toward insobriety, UCF's stu-
dents know when to keep their 
heads down. 
The Student Newspaper Serving UCF Since 1968 
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
JAN SVOBODA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Ten acres of the Arboretum were scorched June 3 in a fire sparked by lightning, top. Above, 
members Phi Delta Theta, which was suspended after a hazing incident, were honored for 
having the top collective GPA among Greeks. The fraternity hopes to be reinstated soon. 
The June 9 Future reported following the initial discovery 
that while alcohol arrests on of his plagiarism. . 
campus have declined, the 
number of referrals to the · Athens or bust 
Office of Student Conduct Seven UCF grads were cho-
have increased. These refer- sen to join the hospitality team 
rals occur both when a, student at the Olympic Games. The 
is arrested for an alcohol viola- graduates of the Rosen Col- . 
tion and when an officer lege of Hospitality Manage-
makes the decision to let the ment were picked by ARA-
school address the issue. MARK to work in Athens, 
Future writer's fabrications found 
An internal investigation by 
the Future revealed that for-
mer reporter and editor Mike 
Riegel, whose plagiarism of an 
article published on April 8 
was reported on April 22, had 
engaged in deceptions woven 
through 26 articles published 
as far back as January 2003. 
The newspaper's investiga-
tion, published June 30, con-
cluded that Riegel quoted 40 
individuals that he identified 
as UCF students or former 
students but for whom the 
university could fo;1d no 
record. The review also identi-
fied several instances in which 
Riegel lifted material from 
other published sources and 
passed it off as his own, or oth-
erwise deceived his editors 
and readers by suggesting that 
he had conducted interviews 
with sources when he clearly 
had not. · 
The findings led the Future 
to expand its staff to increase 
fact-checking of articles prior 
to publication. Riegel resigned 
Greece, in various positions to 
provide food services in the 
Olympic Village for athletes, . 
coaches and staff, the Future 
reported July 14. · 
One of the grads, Ari Sugar-
man, is writing a diary of her 
experiences for the Future. 
SunTrust monopoly 
.All financial-aid recipients · 
will have their money directly 
deposited into an automatical-
ly opened SunTrust banking 
account unless they request to 
receive the checks in the mail, 
the Future reported July 21. 
Those who don't want the 
account opened for them must 
fill out a form asking UCF not 
to do so before Friday. 
SunTrust has a contract 
with UCF, and a branch on 
campus. Other Florida schools 
that have exclusive contracts 
with banking institutions don't 
give students a choice of banks 
in which to deposit their 
financial aid checks, but do ask 
students if th~y want to take 
advantage of the service, the 
Future reported July 21. 
· Frustrated with fertiliz~r thieves, 
farmers stain them pink 
WICHITA, Kan. - Farmers 
fed up with methamphetamine 
cooks filching their fertilizer 
decided a change was in order -
a change to the color pink. By 
adding the chemical GloTell to 
tanks of anhydrous ammonia, 
farmers were able to tell who the 
thieves 'were - ·as their hands 
would be stained pink. 
I The visible stain, even if 
washed oft; was still detectable by 
ultraviolet light 24 to 72 hours 
later. The chemical also leaves its 
mark on anyone who snorts or 
shoots the end product, possibly 
leaving a trail of evidence for 
investigators. 
As an added benefit, the addi-
tive helped farmers detect any 
tank leaks. 
Republican Gallagher targets 
Martinez in Senate forum 
HOLLYWOOD, Fla. 
Republicans Doug Gallagher and 
Mel Martinez tangled Saturday 
over the former U.S. Housing and 
Urban Development secretary's 
travel and past contributions. to 
Democrats in a Senate forum held 
in the closing days of the primary. 
Both Gallagher and former 
U.S. Rep. Bill Mccollum have 
made reference during the cam7 
paign to Martinez's past contnbu-
tions to Democrats. Martinez's 
campaign has disprissed the argu-
ment, pointing to his support 
among members of the Republi-
can establishment. 
Mccollum, who has held a 
slight lead over Martinez in the 
Aug. 31 primary, avoided getting 
"involved in the exchange before 
the Florida League of Cities. 
Pakistan says it has busted plot to 
stage suicide attacks 
ISLAMABAD, Pakistan -
Pakistan has arrested at least five 
al-Qaida-linked terrorists charged 
with plotting suicide attacks on 
government leaders and the U.S. 
Embassy, officials announced Sat-
urday. 
· Security forces captured five 
or six suspeqs - one Egyptian, 
the others Pakistani - in the past 
week across the country, and 
seized some weapons, Informa-
tion Minister Sheikh Rashid 
Ahmed told reporters. 
He said the group been pm 
ning suicide attacks on "impor-
tant personalities," and that it 
wanted to hit the official resi-
dence of President Gen. Pervez 
Musharraf, Parliament and the 
U.S. Embassy in the capital, Islam-
abad, as well as Army House in 
the neighboring city of Rawalpin-
di 
Nelson to seek pooling of reso~rces 
for hurricane research 
HOLLYWOOD, Fla.- Florida 
Sen. Bill Nelson said Saturday he 
would pursue legislation to pool 
research on ways to make build-
ings more resistant to hurricane 
winds. 
Nelson said several federal 
agencies, including the Federal 
Emergency Management Agency 
and the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, are 
conducting research to improve 
building construction for hurri-
canes. 
The measure, p,ending in the 
Senate Commerce Committee, 
would combine the research 
funding to coordinate the agen-
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• Razor Shaves 
$ 1 0 M~n's and 
.women's Hair Cuts 
(reg. price $13) 
11917 E. Colonial Dr. • (407) 282-1754 
Corner of Alafaya & Colonial Dr. in Alafaya 
Commons (in the Publix plaza) 
Offer good with ad only 
·10% OFF W/STUDE·NT ID ~~f~~~~ 
4EVER KNIGHTS Ambassadors are ... 
•An appointed group of students 
•Governing body of 4EVER KNIGHTS 
• Host for UCF alumni events 
• Vital link between UCF students and alumni 
' If you want more information on becoming a 
4EK Ambassador attend our interest session! 
For more information visit www.udalumni.com, 
e-mail ud_ 4everknights@yahoo.com 
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Create Your Own Clone! 
Okay, it's rea11y more of a copy than a clone. 
> And it's a copy of a document not you. Our Ser.:vices 
) 
But wouldn.'t it be cool if it was a clone? 
Yeah, we thought so, too. 
In the meantime, we've made 
it easy to make copies. 
~ anywhere on campus. 
(But when th.at 
) cloning thing 
comes along, 
you'll be .the 




Main Copy Center 
John T. Washington Center . 
(Building 26) 
~Visit our new location: 
~The "Mods" (TR541) 
located behind Classroom Building I 
P'us 1 OO's of convenience copiers around 
campus .and in the Library. 
University of Central Florida . 
Printing Services 
Who: University of Central Florida-
Single Male & Female Students 
When: Wednesday, September 1st from · 
10am-7pm 
. . 
Where: UCF Student Union, Pegasus Ballroom 
What to Bring.· Driver's License, School ID and a 
completed application if you can. 
· Go to WWW.BMOGTv.COM for an application. 
Higher Education 
What's in the news at 
colleges around the country 
Arkansas police find note after 
apparent murder, suicide 
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. -
A medical school student · 
and former Olympic ath-
lete who jumped to his 
death after apparently 
killing his wife left a note 
citing problems in their 
marriage. 
Police had earlier said 
that Robert Howard, 28, left 
a rambling note that apolo-' 
gized for his perceived fail~ 
ures but contained no clue 
about what drove him to 
murder and suicide. The 
Arkansas Democrat-
Gazette reported Saturday 
that a second note pointed 
to rifts in the couple's rela-
tionship. 
Small colleges capitalize on 
recruiting non-residents 
BISMARCK, N.D. - As 
an enrollment recruiter for 
the North Dakota State Col-
lege of Science, Jim John-
son can offer Minnesotans 
the same tuition a North 
Dakota student would pay, 
provided they live in a 
dorm and buy meals at the 
school's cafeteria. 
It's an offer that students 
from outside North Dakota 
seem to be accepting. Last 
fall, NDSCS saw enroll-
ment from neighboring 
states jump to 656, an 
increase of about 120 stu-
dents from a year earlier. 
North Dakota's public 
colleges and universities 
offer special tuition rates to 
non-residents through 
agreements with groups of 
states in the Midwest and 
other regions. 
$80 million grant program 
with $67 million loan program 
VICTORIA, · British. 
Columbia - The British 
Columbian government 
announced a $67.1 million 
loan-forgiveness program 
to replace the $80 million 
grant program it eliminated 
in the last provincial budg-
et. 
Under the new program, 
students who have success-
fully completed a full post-
secondary term may be eli-
gible to have their student 
loans reduced. 
The program is ·aimed 
particularly at high-needs 
students and offers an 
incentive for students to 
complete and pass their 
courses. 
Commission proposes 
$18 million cut for 2006 
SOUTH 
CHARLESTON, W. Va. --
The Higher Education Poli-
cy Commission on Friday 
approved a proposed budg-
et for 2006 that slashes 6 
percent from nearly all pro-
grams except financial aid. 
The nearly $18 million in 
cuts comply with an order 
by Gov. Bob Wise to submit 
a 2005-2006 budget by 
Sept. 1 that includes ·a 5.5 
percent reduction in areas 
funded by general revenue 
and traditional lottery rev-
enue. 
The commission ·opted 
to protect the Higher Edu- , 
cation Grant Program for 
needy students, the Higher 
Education Adult Part-Time 
Student grant program for 
part-time and adult stu-
dents, the h ealth sciences 
scholarship program . and 
the Minority Doctoral Fel-
lowship Program. 
~ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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SMOKERS WELCOME 
CLASS A PLACE 
401-2D-1665 
12727 East Colonial Drive • Orlando, Florida 
(At 4-08 & E. Colonial) 
Nation & World 
ED BETZ I ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Presidential candidate John Kerry and his wife, Teresa Heinz Kerry, arrives at Francis S. 
Gabreski Airport in Westhampton, N.Y., on Saturday. The two were campaigning. 
FROM A2 
des' work and help educate the 
construction industry and local 
government building inspectors 
on ways to make buildings more 
secure in hllrrlcanes. ' 
Kerry, Bush war records of 30 years 
ago: Questions of character 
WASHINGTON - John 
Kerry's Vietnam War service 
records run to multiple medal 
commendations and a notation 
of "conspicuous gallantry" in 
combat. President George W. 
Bush's file tracks the stateside 
, career of a National Guard test 
P.ilOt 
Yet the combat veteran is the 
one under attack as a wartime 
pretender in the race for the 
White House. It's a controversy 
stirred by the president's allies 
and aimed at undermining 
Kerry's truthfulness, personal 
character and fitness for office as 
much as his claim to the medals 
he came home with. 
The charges are spreading at 
the speed of talk radio, ~ble tel-
Week m Science 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer 
Gene therapy for procrastinators 
Using a new molecular 
genetic technique, scientists 
have turned procrastinating pri-
mates into workaholics. ' 
They have done so by tem-
porarily suppressing a gene in 
the brain circuit involved in 
reward learning. Like people, 
monkeys tend to procrastinate 
when they know they will have 
to do more work before getting 
a reward. 
Without the gene, the mon-
keys lost their sense of balance 
between reward and the work 
required to get it, and hence 
they consistently stayed on-task 
and made few errors. This find-
ing could lead to important dis-
coveries that impact treatment 
of conditions such as depres-
sion and schizophrenia 
evision and the Internet, and 
affecting the campaign in unpre-
dictable ways. 
Bush shows appreciation for 
National Guard efforts 
LAKEIAND, Fla - Gov. Jeb 
Bush helped l~d cases of baby 
formula and soup into a Nation-
al Guard truck Saturday as a 
show of support for the troops 
and their efforts to supply Hurri-
cane Charley victims with basic 
necessities. 
So far more than 1,300 tractor 
trailer loads of food, water, ice, 
shampoo, diapers and other sup-
plies have been shipped out of 
the staging area set up near the 
Lakeland Municipal Airport. 
About 4,200 troops have 
been activated to assist with 
recovery efforts after Charley 
cut across the state after hitting · 
Punta Gorda with 145-mph 
winds. Thousands are still 
unable to return to their homes 
and power was still out to about 
102,000 customers Saturday. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
disease and other conditions. 
Contraception kiosk on campuses 
A whole new breed of kiosks 
is appearing on WISconsin's col-
lege campuses. 
They display birth control 
supplies and services and they 
dispense contraceptives for 
free. To use the kiosk, people 
punch in personal information. 
including their monthly income, 
social security number, and the 
authorization to release their 
medical records. 
The computer enrolls 
women in the state's Medicaid 
Family Planning Waiver. The 
waiver allows women between 
the ages of 15 and 44 who make 
less than $17,224 a · year to get 
contraceptives for free. 
A family planning group is 
testing the machines and some 
state officials are intrigued 
while others are outraged. 
Scientists fear rewriting prehistory 
Recent research at Oxford 
University's carbon-dating lal;>-
Eat broccoli while jogging oratory suggests that skeletal 
The Dietary Guidelines remains found ·in Hahnofer-
Advisory Committee has called sand. near Hamburg, Germany, 
for some changes in current are not as old as preyiously 
nutrition recommendations. dated. 
However, the task would be The so-called 36,000-year-
tough, since new guidelines aim . old skeleton appears to be only 
to motivate people to being 7,500 years old. By that time, 
more physically active and Homo sapiens were already 
watching what they eat. Federal well-established and the Nean-
researchers have found that derthals were extinct. This 
almost two-thirds of adults are means that what was consid-
overweight or obese, and more ered a major piece of evidence 
than three-fifths do not get showing that the Neanderthals 
enough regular physical activity. once lived in northern Europe 
Besides recommending con- has fallen by the wayside. 
sumption of more fruits and Scientists blame this major 
vegetables and increased rate of mistake on lack of physics and 
exercise, the advisory also rec- chemistry training of anthropol-
ommended ·eating whole grain ogists, and they fear that they 
products rather than refined will have rewrite the history of 
grains to reduce risks of heart the .Stone Age. 
• Coffees • Teas • Pastries 
• Soups, 5alods 
& sandwiches 
• Beer 8c Wine 
Ni ghtly Enterta inment 
FOOD, FUN AND FREEBIES IN STORE FOR 
UCF STUDENTS 
Publix at Suncrest Village 
101 15 · Univer.sity Blvd. 
Orlando 
Publix at University of 
Palms Shopping Center 
4250 Alafaya Trail 
Oviedo 
4M4#1il~i 
Monday, August 23 
5- 8 p.m. 
~ 
A cool cookout 
Oodles of orientation organizations, 
giveaways, games, general merriment, 
cheerleaders and the UCF Golden Knight. 
/E~A .... ~\ ENTERTAINM~~T ALLIANCE 
i I 0 - ROCK 105.9 
· ~ 4 o/ presents . 
~·~..,.es;• o.UA//Do'~ llf.w Rooc ALitRWATivt 
SATURDAY AUGUST 28 
BACK TO SCHOOL BASHIU 
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ALLAGES WELCOME •AU.AGES WELCOME • ALLAGES WELCOME 
T I CKETS AVAI LABLE AT TETE UCF BOX' OFFI C,E 
AND ALL TICKET .l\dASTER OUTLETS 
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Voter Registration Training 
Student Union ~ Key West C 
.3 p.m. - 4 p.m. 
- ALL INVITED 
SUPERVISOR BILL COWLES 
. Orange C6unty Supervisor of Elections · 
Student Union - Key West CD . : . 
. 12 p.m. - 1 :30 p.m. - Remarks I Q&A . 
1 :.30 p.m. - · 2 p.m. -·Reception 
. th 
·Register·at Your University Day 
Student Unio·n Patio· 




HEIDI A. OE VRIES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Plans to open between six and nine months 
. . 
. FROM Al 
protect them from rain dam-
age. We did save some 
[machines] due to these staff 
efforts," Wilkening said. 
Those efforts included help 
from other student employees 
such as Justin Barnaky, lead 
building manager, and Sports 
Club Council President Brent 
Boostron. "Gary [ Cahen] 
called me, he said 'it's raining 
in the gym,"' Boostron said. 
Rain continued to pour wto 
the building through Sunday 
until the battered roof was 
restored to prevent further 
water damage. "The old roof is 
back on, but it's not in very 
good shape," said Wilkening, 
adding that the roof would 
have to be replaced. 
Most of the . stude_nt 
employees put in full 40-hour 
weeks to move the equipment 
around, allowing bulldozers to 
rip up the ruined floor. The 
students also discussed the 
future of the center and helped 
to assign new tasks for the 
months ahead. 
"I'll still be doing sports 
club stuff," Boostron said, "but 
someone else will be manning 
equipment check-out.'' He pre-
dicts then~ will be an increase 
in the use of the outside bas-
ketball and tennis courts since 
the indoor courts now are 







- JIM WILKENING 
·ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, 
RECREATION AND WELLNESS CENTER 
·need more employees present 
on the outside facilities to 
monitor their use. 
The day after the hurricane, 
flyers posted on the rec cen-
ter's doors stated .the gym 
would be closed for cleanup 
and repairs for only one week. 
Officials quickly revised that 
estimate once they realized 
the full extent of the damage. 
Wilkening said officials are · 
looking into whether potential 
hurricanes and tornadoes 
were considered during the 
roof's construction. "I'm sure 
they didn't design it with the 
expectation of the roof blow-
ing off,'' he said. · 
For now, with the return of 
students to campus for today's 
I 
HEIDI A. OE VRIES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
An empty cardiovascular room lacks the 
usual stationary bikes, treadmills and step 
1 machines, top. Above, Director Willie Erhling 
meets with other departments. The missing 
· cardiovascular equipment is behind them. 
locations for the group exer-
cises should be announced 
tGlday. 
The Wellness Center, locat-
1ed in the damaged building, 
has already packed up and 
relocated. Employees plan to 
use available space in the 
Health Center until the rec 
center is repairesl.. 
New student arrivals at 
UCF were surprised by the 
damage, but were understand-
ing about the time needed fcir 
repairs. 
Joyce Jennewein, mother of 
incoming freshman Stephen 
Jennewein, was disappointed 
on Friday to learn that the cen-
ter was out of commission. "It 
was one of the reasons we 
start of the fall semester, cen- chose the school," she said as 
ter officials are scrambling to her son moved into the Libra 
identify alternate locations for Community dorms. She added 
its schedule of indoor activi- that the hurricane didn't seem 
ties in hopes that all programs to cause much other damage, 
will be able to remain on track. and noted that UCF is a "very 
"We haven't canceled any- pretty and clean campus." 
thing at this point, however, Wilkening said the rec cen-
students will not have a place ter's staff has been learning to 
to go [today] to work ()Ut," cope with the devastation. 
Wilkening said. "I just love this place, it's my 
An announcement on the second home," said Barnaky. 
rec center's Web site, Added Wilkening: ''As 
http:/ /Www.rec.ucf.edu, said much as they're upset that it 
the · outdoor basketball courts, · happened, they're doing · a 
tennis courts, pool and two remarkable job of continuing 
sand volleyball courts would the programs. There's been no 
be restored by last Friday. All complaining. Everyone's over- · . 
outdoor intramural sports will whelmed, but everyone's 
contiime as scheduled. New doing everything they can.'' 
. HEIDI A. OE VRIES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
As other students had mothers or rolling dollies and hand.carts to help them move into the dorm5, freshman Nathan Johnson had the assistance of only liis skateboard. The physical 
therapy student was moving into Seminole Hall in the Libra Community dorms, and said the picture should have been when he 'wiped out' moments earlier. · 
· 0 ·R L. A N D 0 FLAMES 
ALL STAR CHEERLEADING • TRAMP & TUMBLE • 407-296-5001 
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WANTED: ADULT CHEERLEADERS 
Adult Open competitiOn ream has spots available Sept 18 
Compete in an lntemational. Cljampionsbip in Bottr(lp, Germany. 
Check us out at www.orlandofiames.com , 
Services Offered 
Waxing• ·N~ls •Facials 






<-,JV> Complimentary Drinks for all customers · 
• , 'I 
.t:;/-.,· 
. .;:~~ Mon and Wed: Free French color w I a_ny service 
t-i-,~" Tuesday: Free American color w I any service 
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~ . $ 1 0 OFF : FREE Pariffin wax : 
1 Facials 1 w ( purchas~ of 1 




I ·· - L~spa- I ·$: L~Spet/ I 
: $3 OFF . : UCF STU~~NTS : ~' 
I' p d• · 1 FREE Manicure 1 
J e . l~Ures . I w/Pedicure. I 
· 1 (Reg. price $20) I Must show l.D. I .!l 
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GOOD ·QUALITY WINE 
· CIGARmES •CHIPS• CANDIES 
DOMESTIC a·EER ·SPECIAL 
12 PK' SPECIAL BEER PRl€E . ONLY s919+ 
; · · {Sept. All ~r gtiing up in price) 
BEST WAY ,BMRAGE MART 
Corner of University & Dean Rd.,, Next to Duff/s Subs· 
' 407-678-4443 
Hours: Mon. - Sun. 11 am - 2am . ., 
Br.ing In this Coupon tor · 
FREE Tans! 
Local residents only. First-Time Guests Pnly. 
Limit One customer per off er. 
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make oubbfe Proud 
. Hillel Kickoff 2004 
Monday, August 23, 2004 
The achmooae '* 
10 a.m.-6 p.m. • Student Union 218A • E,Yqy free food and giveawqys all dqy, plqy 
Jewish geograpf!y, meet new students and discover campllS life! · 
Tuesday, August 24, 2004 
Pl'llhman Peaali 
7 p.m. • Waekadoo's Patio outside Student Union 
Come meet other incomingJreshmen and e,Yqy the free appetizers! 
Thursday, August 26, 2004 · 
llllCOllll 1881 188H 
Chees~ Factory, Winter Park • 9 p.m. 
Need a ride? Meet at Millican at 8:30. 
Kick off the start of your year f(y meeting up with old friends, 
making new ones, and eating all kinds of cheesecake far j11St 151 
Friday, August 27, 2004 . 
~ ahabbab cllner 
7 p.m. Services • 8 p.m. Dinner • Student Union #218 
End your first crazY week with a delicious, free dinner, and en}'!'f the antics of 
improv comedian Brian Fox! 
S~turday, August 28, 2004 




,~ omteeue 111811 
· The service is free for 
currently enrolled students. 
• 
'a 
8:30 p.m. • Lake Oaire Pavilion • Eo/'!Y free kosher BBQ grub Hawaiian-J!Yle! 
Monday, August 30, 2004 
tee .... loelal . 
8 p.m. •Student Union #316AB • Stop f?y after dinner far a.free brain freeze! 
Wednesday, September 1, 2004 
1100kab ntAhli 
8 p.m. • Carpool: Millican 7:45 p.m. • Natura Coffee next to CB&S Books 
'K!tit.,hts for Israel wants you to discover the }'!ls of hookab--a Middk Eastern water 
pipe! E,Yqy free caft goodies! 
Friday. September 3, 2004 
t love lihe llleblea lhabbab I . 
7 .p.m. Services • 8 p.m. Free Dinner •Academic Village Hercules Activity \ ..enter 
Go back to the,90's and go back to your roots at the same time! Shabbat, 90's s!'Jle! 
Hillet@ucF· 
•, 
For more information on any of these 
events, call 407-362-3317, visit 
www.centralfloridahillel.com or 
e-mail info@centralfloridahillel.com. 
To obtain your certification: · 
• Login tofOLARIS at htlps://ronnect.ucf.edu 
• In the left-hand column menu, dick 
"For Students" to open a drop-down list. 
• Click "Enrollmenf' and then dick · 
"Enrollment Certification." 
• On the resulting page, dick the link 
' https1iWww.degreedlk.oom/. 
• Fdlow inslrudions. . 
Parents, employers, background checking firm, and other 
ttiirtl party agenc:ieS may request enrollment and clegn:ie 
ve~s online for a fee . 
. " 
U NlVERSITY OF C ENTRAL FLORIDA 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE 
407-823-3100 http:/registrar.ucf.edu 
Unit of Academic Development and Retention 
DMsion of Student Development and Enrollment Services 
~ugus1 28th -.September 1st . 
"V\f here Friends Meet•• · 
" . 
CENTRAt GREEK 
· You .. ·{an Still Register for Sorority 
Recruitment until .noon AUGUST 27th~ 
·. http:/ /www.greeklife.sdes.ud.edu/ 
Leadership Sisterhood .1~,,~ '\S~ · .,.r ~'<'.\.\)· '3 \.) ,\ t · t .,, ,. · Scliolarsh1p 
For more information: 
Service 




W e, the current Student Government Association 
leaders, are devoted to 
continuing the traditions of 
student excellence. We 
believe the primary respon-
sibility of SGA is to offer 
the programs and services 
that you, the students, 
want. Our mission is to 
make SGA a valuable 
resource for the student 
body by increasing services 
to students in the area of 
campus life, by becoming 
the your voice for student 
concerns, and by creating 
an environment conductive 
to learning, mutual respect, 
individual and collective 
achievement, acceptance 
and understanding. The 
following is our plan of 
action to complete this 
mission by offering pro-
grams and services in the 
areas of UCF Community, 
UCF Academics, UCF 
Awareness and Advocacy, 
UCF Campus Services, and 
UCF Athletics and 
Traditions. 
UCF COMMUNITY 
UCF Card Discounts at S· 
Main Camp~ Support fo 
UCF Paraphernalia in~-~ 
High School O~treach P 
UCF Day in the Comm 
fuvolve the Community · 
Community Task Force 
Bring a Reasonably Priced 
Shelters for Campus Sh 
Sf:l{eRide Program 
UCF ACADEMICS 
Facilitate Textbook Excrum 
Freshmen Survival Kit 
Online Teacher and Cour 
Roundtable Discussion 
Organize Fortune 500 Job 
All Florida Colleges 
Sign Language Recognize 
Foreign Language Requir 
Community Service H~ ...... _.. 
Who'sWhoatUCFPrib ·' 
Meet the Dean Sessions 
Plus Only Grading Syste i 
MidI<nightBreakfast 
UCF AWARENESS 
State of.the Campus Addr 
Cabinet Committee System 
Student Government Ne•· 
Additional Electromc Mar: 
Expand Information and 
Publicize Student Aecom · 
Strong Student Representa · 1 
Judicial Advise for All Ap 
. Equitable Fees for Non 
Continued improvement 9f. , 
24 Hour Legal Services 
The Student Government Association is the chiefs 
interests and concerns. Another main duty of SGA ~ 
budget which facilitates student programs and servi 
Student Government consi~ts of three branches, the 
branches work and serve on behalf of students to p 
services that students want. Your Student Governmoo 
Safe Ride - a free cab ride home with Yellow Cab Co. within a 15 mile 
radius ofUCH This services is intended for UCF students who .find me 
selves in a dangerous situation. Safe ride vouchers are available at the S 
ticket center inside the student union. Pick one up today! 
Multiculttiral Student Center - a programming hub for students in 
cultural organization anchored by 5 of the University's largest cultural 
organizations, the African-American Student Association, Hispanic. 
American Student Association, the Caribbean Student Association, 
SANGAM and the Elements. 
The Who's Who at UCF publication - this is a scholarship program 
_awards $50,000 to UCF's 100 top students. A magazine is also created 
annually that features the Top 100 students and biographies that is di 
uted to Fortune 500 companies, local anp regional businesses~ graduate 
schools, and to local, state, and nationally elected officials. . 
SGA Tick~ Center - located in the Student Union, the SGA tiCket Cen 
offers discount tickets for Orlando attractions and movies. These tick 
include admission to Universal Studios, Sea World, Medieval Times 
Regal Cinemas, all at disc6unted prices. The Ticket Center also distrib 
free Safe Ride vouchers. 
, 
Funded by Activity and Service Fee 
ck on SGA Website 
ts and Awards . · 
nn All Univ. Committees 
UCF CAMPUS SERVICES 
On campus dental clinic 
Establish UCF Traffic Court 
Support "Knightcasf' A Student Run Radio Station 
Additional Student and Oub Space in Student Union 
Modify KnightCycl.e Recycling Program 
Make Copies of All TextbookS'Available in the Library 
Increase Graduate Assistantships 
Increase RA Compensation Package 
Extended hours for the Health Center 
In~ease Orientation Team C0mpensation 
No School No Tickets · 
UCFATHLETICS & TRADITIONS 
Lobby for More NCAA Athletic Teams 
Student Buses to All Home Football Games 
Free Student Parking at the Citrus Bowl 
Pep Rallies for All Sports 
Lighting for Intramural Fields 
.Support Spirit Police 
Black and Gold Fridays 
Homecoming U-allition of Knightmare 
UCF Founder's Day Celebration 
KnightRiders Away Mission 
Field turf on Intramural playing fields 




organization. We are the voice that represents all students 
qite a 9 .5 million dollar Activity and Service Fee 
e legislative and ju<#cial branches. Together, these 
their rights, fight for student concerns and provide the . 
Dciation provides the following services: 
The Student Union and Recreation and Wellness· Center- Both of these 
facilities are completely funded bu SGA including their operations, equip-
ment, and maintenance. 
SGA Computer Lab - SGA provides a computer lab located in the Student 
Union that contains today's top technology and allows for free printing. 
· UCF Readership Program - Distnbuted throughout the campus are free 
newspapers to keep students up to date with current events. 
Scholarships - SGA awards over $200,000 in scholarships to UCF stu-
dents. Students select the criteria for these scholaiships. 
· tudent Legal Services - Free legal counsel for students is available to 
ensure that your rights are not being violated. 
en Door Policy - The Student Govemroerit Association has an open 
door policy. Any student with questions or concerns is welcome to stop by 
the SGA offices, located on the second floor of the Student Union, or call 
us at (407) 823-2191. 
I 
· Student Advocacy Office - If you need help with student appeals or cam-
pus concerns, visit Student Government. 
gh the Student Government Association. 
.. 
. MICHAEL SNEAD I CENTRAL FLORIDA fUTURE 
President John Hitt's house, above, is one of the perks he gets in addition to his-salary. Hitt is paid for his services, not only to the university 
but he also is paid for work done lobbying for the state. Hitt has shown interest in improving higher education for schools around the state. 
President's job more than 
high life, lobbying in capital 
John.Hitt spends his 
time divided between 
UCF and the state 
STEVEN SOTLOFF . 
Contributing Writer 
Working as president of a 
university is no easy task, and 
John Hitt's job is no.exception. 
Since Hitt joined UCF in 1992, 
he has been working with urii-
versity system and the state of 
Florida 
With an ever-expanding 
school like UCF, he is always 
greeting and speaking with 
parents and politicians about 
what is and what will be. He 
has built relationships with the. 
state legislature to make UCF's 
priorities the state's priorides. 
"He is one of the most well-
renowned and respected presi-
dents, maybe not only in the 
state of Florida but in the 
whole country," said Dan 
Holsenbeck, vice president of . 
University Relations. Holsen-
. beck has worked with Hitt on 
- many issues as UCF's chieflob-
b,yist. 
Until recently, Hitt was the 
chairman of the State Universi-
ty Presidents Association 
(SUPA) - which works to get · 
state universities all the fund-
ing they need to continue 
planned growth and improve-
ments. His work in that capaci-
.. ty netted great rewards for 
~ UCF this year. 
"Last year we asked the leg-
islature not to cut us any more, 
' to provide [us] with some 
~enrollment funding, growth, to 
, allow us to raise ili:e tuition and 
.. keep tuition arid to fully fund 
... the .matching gifts program," 
To Your Health 
NASEEM SOWTI 
Senior Staff Writer 
Holsenbeck said "The Legisla-
ture did every one of those 
things; so I'd say that's 100 per-
cent success." 
Of the $62 million that the 
Legislature funded .based on 
the Board of Governors' rec-
ommendation, UCF received 
$19 million, or almost one-third 
of the money given to universi-
ties throughout the state." 
There have also been no 
cuts from 'the previous year 
and the legislation agreed to 
catch up on the matching gifts 
fund. The matching gifts fund 
allows money raised by private 
donors to be equally matched 
by the state,. effectively dou-
bling private donations. 
Hitt also led the push to 
bring the gaming con;ipany 
Electronics Arts into the com-
munity. With them came a $4.2 
million grant from the state to 
fund a new School of Film and 
Digital Media at UCF. 
In addition, EA'.s move to 
Orlando will contribute to the 
quality economic growth in the 
city. 
Still, that's just the tip of 
Hitt's iceburg. 
In August 2002, Gov. Jeb 
Bush appointed Hitt to head a 
group of university leaders that 
included Donna Shalala, for-
mer U.S. Secretary of Health 
and Human Services and cur-
rent president of the Uitlversi-
ty of Miami, as part of the Task 
Force on Healthcare Profes-
sional Liability Insurance. 
After months of meeting--
with experts, ·patients and 
physicians, the task force gave 
60 recommendations to Bush 
and legislators. Among these is 
the well-known $250,000 cap 
on non-economic damages to 
prevent lawyers from sucking 
doctors dry. There is also a 
mon. "Since tattoos are popu-
lar in the college population, 
we commonly see infections 
and scar formation complica-
tions [in student patients]," 
said Michael Deichen, associ-
The person sitting in front ate director for Clinical Ser-
of you in class has the vices at the UCF Student 
"coolest" tattoo on his neck, Health Center. He added that 
and you are all psyched to get certain areas of the body are 
· one yourself. You have made more prone to infection. These 
up your mind, and you know areas include the tongue, belly 
you are tough enough to button and apex (top) of the 
endure the pain. All you think ear. "Ear infections of the apex 
about now is what to tattoo on of the ear are more apt to lead 
the blank slate of your skin. to deformities of the ear," 
You may finally decide on a Deichen said, 
butterfly or a dragon, or a word To avoid any type of infec-
in some language you can't tion, make sure that "all equip-
read or understand. However, ments are single service. This 
whatever it maybe, there are means that each needle and 
some other factors you need to tube set is individually pack-
think ·about before steppfiig aged, dated, sealed and auto-
into the tattoo parlor. After all, · claved," says a statement on 
yoilr health comes first. the Alliance of Professional 
·One of the first things to Tattooists, Inc., Web site. · 
remember about tattoos is that According to APT, there are 
changing or removing those several other steps that an 
permanent marks is not as individual can take to avoid 
easy as changing your mind. infections from tattooing: 
Although there are several 1. Always icl;ist that you see 
methods available for .remov- your tattoo artist remove a 
ing tattoos, they are all very new needle and tube set-up 
difficult, time-consuming and from a sealed envelope imme-
expensive. So ask yourself: Do diately prior to the procedure. 
· you want to worry about hid- 2. Be certain that the artist 
ing that tattoo at work for the pours a new ink supply into a 
rest of your life? Would you· new disposable container. 
not get tiied of that permanent 3. Make sure the artist puts 
gothic wrist band, especially on a new pair of disposable 
when it goes out of style? gloves. . 
The next important issue to 4. Make sure the shop is 
consider is the risk of infec- neat" and clean. What you see 
tion. Unsterile tattoo equip- in the front room is a good 
ment and needles can transmit indication of what you will see 
infectious diseases such as elsewhere in the shop. 
hepatitis, HIV and AIDS. 5. Feel free to question the 
Localized skin infections, tattooist as to any of his sterile 
11 however, are much more com- pr+.dures and isolation tech-
plan to roll back medical mal-
practice insurance costs by 20 
percent. 
Hitt is a member of the 
Board of Directors for the Eco-
nomic Development Commis-
sion of Mid-Florida. He also 
serves as a member of the 
Florida Council of 100, an 
advising board for the gover-
nor and promoter of economic 
growth in Florida 
Their mission statement is 
clear: "To be a forum of strate-
gic thinkers and leaders having 
a major positive effect on Flori-
da public policy which 
enhances the quality of life and 
economic well-being of all 
Floridians." 
One of the task forte's rec-
ommendations was for a ''pub-
lic-private non-profit entity 
that would administer the 
Patient Safety Authority, 
statewide electronic medical 
records, and information tech-
nology infrastructure to sup-
port the delivery of healthcare 
that would a statewide physi-
cian medication . ordering sys-
tem." 
An option included in this 
recommendation suggests the 
state affiliate with a university 
for the analysis of voluntary 
reported adverse events and 
"near misses". 
The idea of a UCF-based 
headquarters for such a project 
would be sure to increase the 
reputation of Central Florida· 
and UCF. 
In short, Hitt's contributions 
to the city of Orlando as a 
whole and the state of Florida 
may go unnoticed by students 
who only see a man handing 
out ice-cream once a semester, 
but his political know-how is a 
valuable tool in bringing UCF 
· into prominence. 
niques. 
Another tattoo-related 
complication is scar forma-
tion. "Persons with dark skin 
pigmentation are more apt to 
have excessive scar .formation 
... Persons who have a known 
family history, or personal past . 
history of excessive scarring 
should be especially careful," 
said Deichen. 
Deichen added that stu-
dents should make sure that 
th~ tec:hnician is a qualified 
professional. "Get specific 
instructions on how to care for · 
your wound· after the proce-
dure. Be alert to any changes 
of the wound or skin that 
could be suggestive of infec-
tions," Deichen said: If the 
· infection does not heal over a 
couple ·of days, or worsens, 
make sure to ~eek medical · 
attention. 
Allergic reactions to tattoo 
inks, although less common, 
are another risk of tattooing. 
Today, there are more than 50 
different pigments and sh~des 
available in the tattooing 
industry. However, most of 
them are not FDA approved, 
and some are not approved for 
skin contact at all. "Some are 
industrial-grade colors that are 
suitable for painters' ink or 
automobile paint," the FDA 
Web site says. · 
Nevertheless, many indi-
viduals choose to undergo tat-
tooing in its various forms. If 
you are one "of them, be aware 
of the risks involved in the pro-
cedure so you can make an 
informed decision. Take some 
time and think about it. After 
~l, you are making a perma-
nent marf on your body. 
STATE-OF-THE-ART, LIFETIME DENTAL EXCELLENCE 
• Cosmetic Care: Bleachi~g, Boriding and Porcelain Veneers 
• State-of-t.he-Art Procedures, Instruments and Techniques • Emergencies Accepted 
• Professionally Trainedj Caring and Courteous Scaff • Air Abrasion, Drill-Less Dentistry 
• Bridges and Cro"'1"hs • Mercury-Free Dentistry • Convenien t Payment Plans 
• Student Identification Card= 10% Discount! 




personalized & comfortable 
GEORGE A. YARKO, DDS 
11780 EAST . COLONIAL D,RIVE • ORLANDO 
W ,E CORDIALLY INVITE You TO C ALL 
(407} 282-2101 
1013 LOCKWOOD BOVLEVARD •OVIEDO 
WE CORDIALLY INVITE You l o CALL 
( 407) 977 -6"464 
Area college student d~ting self 
' 
THINGS ARE REALLY STARTING TO HEAT UP 
Eric Peterson, top, has one of many romantic dinners with himself at their favorite restaurant. 
By LISA CHENEY 
Local college student Eri c Peterson recently 
announced' that h e 's ente red a committe d 
relationship- with himself. Peterson vehemently 
cost-effective decision on my part, but it's been really 
nice for us to spend more time together." Peterson 
was apparently unaware of F ree Checking from 
Washington Mutual. It's an account wi th, no monthly 
denied rumors that the two were dating· -------- fee s arid the option to add Deluxe 
services like free online bill pay. And he 
could have gotten Free Checking just by 
visiting a Washington Mutual Financial 
Center, then signed up for online bill pay 
other people. " We're totally committed 
to each other. We 've never been happier." 
When asked what prompted the campus 
heartthrob to take himself off the market, 
"Jfe've never 
been happier." 
he chaJ.ked it up in large ·part to his 
current financial situation, claiming that monthly fees 
from his checking account were making it too 
expensive for him to date around. " It was partly a 
FREE CHECKING DELUXE 
1-800-188-l• 
at wamu.com. "Dang," said Peterson, "if 
I had known about Free Checking Deluxe, my current 
d'ating situation would be different. I probably wouldn't 
have settled down with someone so soon." 
IJ Washington Mutual 
MORE HPMAN lNTEREST™ FDIC INSURED 
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Monday - Friday 
7 A.M. • 7P.M., 
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Monday - Friday 
7 A.M. • 7 P.M., 
(CLASS DAYS ONLY) 
The UCF on-campus shuttle provides transportation services for everyone to.travel 
throughout the camp·us. There is no per-ride cost to use these shuttles. The\· service. 
provides safe, convenient, and timely travel to the many destinations of our campus. 
T~e operating ht;>urs are Monday thru Friday 7A.M. until 7 P.~. 
cl IR F 0 -
REAL FOOD ON CAMPus· 
at the Marketplace 
Located in the Student Resource Center 
near the Recreation & Wellness Center 
There maps may be used for handy reference. 
Please vtsn our wall page al: hllP://park111.uctedU/S11Unta.11•1 
Meal plans as low as $3~ 71 * per meal! 
In between attending classes, studying and other responsibilities, you've 
got a little free time to shop for groceries, cook and clean. Relax. We'll do 
that for you. UCF Dining Services has got a meal plan that suits your needs. 
For additional information ortoslgn up, go to www.UCFDining.com, visit the 
Dining Services Office, located inside the Ma11etplace, or call 407-823-265.1. 
NGte:$3.711sbasedontheResident23membership.Prioesarepersemesteranctindudetax.Resident 
plans ra:iulre a tv.Q-sernester ocmmitment 
Come see what we 
did this summer! 
Ccof df wHh new ftmen treats at Reflections. Now, in 
addition to a full line-up of fresh-blended smootjlies, cool off with a Micro-
Blast, frozen yogurt soft-5erve or shake. Reflections also offers asso,rtooilllll'.:'::il 
bagels, sandwiches, salads and other delicious portable snack.si 
~theftcM:>rof theOrient. 
The KnJghlstop now offers a complete menu 
of premium SOuthem Tsunami Sushi -
prepared onsite, fresh daily and ready to 
eat Enj~the favorites like California or 
Ocean Crab rolls, Edarnme Salad or lnaril 
All UCF Dining Services locations 
accept eash, AexBucks, OB 
Dollars and SmartCard dollars. 
Restairants 
Chic:Mll-A 
John T. Washington Center 
M-Th 8&5p; F Sa-3:30p 
Chlcl<en sandwid'les. nuggets, 
salads, wraps and desserts 
Education Complex 
M-Th 7&4p; F7a-2p 
fresh-brewed coffee, muffins, 
bagels, deli and specially sand-
wiches, salads and desserts 
lsfandGriD 
John T. Washington Center 
M-Th 10:30a4p 
Jetk chicl<en and shrimp satay, 
~chos, Cuban sandwiches, plain· 
tain chips, black beans and rice 
and hamburger,s and hot dogs 
with a Caribbean twist 
JavaCity 
Business Administration 
M-Th 7a-2p & 4-7p; F 7a-2p 
fresh-breWed coffee, espresso, 
cappuccino, Ftesh Market Smooth-
ies, grab 'h' go sandwiches and 
salads, pastries, bagels, desserts 
and specially frozen coffee drinks 
Near Millican Hall beside the 
Reflecting Pool 
M-Th 11a-7p; F 11a4p 
Freshens Smdothies, Java City 
coffee, Einstein Bros. Bagels, 
snacks,soft-serve ~gurt and 
various sandwiches and salads 
Real food on campus. 
atthe~aoe 
Student Resource Center 
M-Th 7a-Mldnlght; F7a-8p; 
SaSu 10:30a-8p 
A changing menu centered 
around six culinary stations 
serving everything from bUrgers 
to made-to-order stir.fry; all-you-
care-tc>€at breakfast, lunch, 




M-Th 7:3Qa.11p; F 7:30&6p; 
Sa 11a-5p; Su Noon-9p 
Fountain drinks, cereal, snacks, 
milk, ice cream, candy, bottled 
bevera~. sushi, Java City 
coffee, Einstein Bros. Bagels, 
quick meals, grab 'n' @sand-
wiches and salads, household 
and convenience Items 
RFX: Real Food Express 
Student Resource Center · 
M-Th 7a-Midnlght; F7a-8p; 
SaSu 10:30a-8p 
Cereal, snacks, milk, candy, 
bottled beverages, quick meals, 
grab ·n· @sandwiches and l, 









*Hours are subject to change. 
All Au ust 23, 2004 • (tuttaf 1lorib :.Vutun ---------------------.----------------------=~~----"---------
Check out books in other public 
university libraries; avoid fines 
FROM Al 
. universities have an agree-
ment that their students can 
check out books from any uni-
versity in the system. 
Hundreds use this service 
each year at UCF, Scharf said. 
Summer enrollment was 
about 23,000. Scharf said she 
did not know how many stu-
dents were fined library late 
fees. 
Some students have tried to 
thwart the system by register-
ing for summer classes they 
don't intend to take and drop-
ping them during the 
Add/Drop period. Scharf said 
the library has caught on to 
this ploy and has begun check-
ing the list of enrolled stu-
dents each week during the 
summer. They frequently 
update the list, she added, to 
catch those attempting to 
"beat the system." 
. University lawyers actually 
looked through the contracts 
to see if the library· would be 
able to provide access to stu-
dents who aren't currently 
enrolled. However, the 
lawyers determined that to 
provide the access would be in 
violation of the contracts. 
"The contract is based on 
exact enrollment figures," 
Scharf said. "So, if y~u're in a 
business downtown. our' con- . 
tracts don't allow people to 
use our databases for non-edu-
cational use." 
The Hbrary doesn't renew 
items over the phdne either. 
"To ascertain the correct title 
and the correct item, it's easier 
to the student and to us if they 
do it online or if we have the 
book in front of us," Scharf 
said. -
The library fee of $0.25 a 
day per late item was set by 
state law more than 20 years 
ago. Since the school has had a 
Board of Trustees, the library 
has had the opportunity to 
recommend a change to the 
fee. However, no state univer-
sity has yet changed its library 
fee. 'We really don't want the 
fine, we want the book back," 
Scharf said, "We're not in the 
business of collecting money." 
Indeed, library fines aren't 
even collected at the library. 
They are paid to the Cashier's 
Office. Lost book fees, on the 
other hand, are collected at the 
library. The library is planning 
"We really 
don't want the 
fine, we want 
the book back. 





ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, PUBLIC SERVICES 
UCF LIBRARY 
on implementing a new sys-
tem in about a year that would 
require students paying for 
lost boo~ to use money from 
their UCF ID and not cash. 
Scharf said the library 
prefers the book to the money · 
for a replacement. "To process 
· it and everything is lost time 
and that's lost opportunity," 
Scharf said. "That's the real 
cost, the loss of opportunity." 
HEIDI A. OE VRIES I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Friday morning, befure dasses even started, students Were lining up· in front of parking services to purchase a parking decal. Behind 
the aowd, the Jots were already padced as students finished.up moving onto campus and buying necessary supplies. 
LIVE THE GLORIOUS LIFE OF A REPORTER 
AT THE (euttaf 1foriba 1uture 
E-mail Heidi De Vries at 














UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
STUDENT ACADEMIC RESOURCE CENTER 
(SARC) 
Center for Academic Excellence 
'. 
Quality Programming, Acade.mic Support Services, and Testing Services 
for the ,Fall 2004 Semester Include: 
• FREE Supplemental Instruction Sess.ions ~ over l 1 subject areas scheduled 
• CLAST Math and General Knowledge Math tutoring sessions and workshop 
series available 
• FREE Academic Success Workshops - over 10 scheduled on topics including 
time management, textbook reading, power studying, motivation, and tips for 
final exam prepanition 
• FREE Computer A'coess - l 0 flat screen compute.rs available for writing 
papers-, creation ?fpowerpoint presentations, internet search, and email 
• FREE Computer Practice Tests for GRE, GMA T, LSAT, and MCAT 
Computer and Standardized Testing Services' for CLEP, LSAT, FTCE, and . 
rnllJlymore 
Testing Services available for CLAST, CLEP, FTCE, GPE, FLPE, 
Correspondence exams, and Residual ACT 
•· , Testing Services available extend~d evening and weekend hours 
College Achievement Program (CAP) and.Pegasus Success Prngram Advisipg 
Services 
Need More l11for111ation? 
. Visit SARC in Howard Phillips Hall (ff PH) Room l 13 
Call Us at 407-823-5130 
Visit Our Website at www.sarc.sdcs.ucf.edu 
Monday -- Thw·sday 8:00 am - 8:00 pm 
F.riday 8:00 am - 5:00 pm 
Sunday 3 :00 pm - 8:00 pm 
Unit of Academic Development and Retention 
Division of Student Development and Enrollmertt Serv.ices 
youre cool. 
Your dog ... 
:J. 
• • • 
pvobably :w-o.fl,T; u,ndie~cr~,nd 
but ,he'll :tespond 
' positively anyw:a,y. 

















MORE THAN· 100 GREAT STORES ... AND IT'S ALL CLOSER THAN YOU THINK! 
•Affinity Healthcare Center •Century 21 • Great American Cookie! • Orlando Realty Prof. Group • Ross Dress for Less 
• After Hours Pediatrics • Cbick-Fil-A Pretzel Time • f>onero Bread • Sadler' s Fine Clothiers 
• All American Hot Dog • Children's Pk1ce. • Hair Cuttery •Papa Joe'$ • Sally Beauty Supply 
• Artistreet • Chuck E Cheese's .e Hallmark Card Creation e Party City • Scrapbook Headquarters . -
• Inland Ocean Surf Shop 
I 
• Ashley Furniture • Cingular Wireless • Payless Shoe Source • Skechers 
•Avenue •Claire's Accessories • Joanne'.s Etc • Petland • Smokey Bones 
• Baja Burrito •Cookies By Design • Johnny Rockets • PetsMart . • Sprint 
• Barnes & Noble • Crafts 'N Stuff • Kinko's • Physicians Associates •Starbucks 
• Barnies Coffee & Tea •Credit Union Service Center • ·Kirklands • Picture People •State Farm 
• Bath & Bodr Works • Crispers • LA Fitness • Pier 1 Imports •Subway 
• Beauti-Works •Dollar Tree • Lenscrafters • Pinch-A-Penny • Supercuts 
• Bea1.1ty First •Dress Barn • .living Quarters • Pine Garden • Super Nails 
• Bed Bath & Beyond , • Dr~~ Medical & Physicians • Longhorn Steakhouse •Pizza Hut • Super Target 
•Best Buy Associates • Macaroni Grill • Planet Beach • T-Mobile 
•Bike Shop • Famou~ Footwear • Marble Slab Creamery • Planet Smoothie • T.G.I Friday's 
• Birkenstock • Family Christfo'n Stores •Mattress Barn • Port Of Pottery • Thai Singha 
• Bombay /B~mbay Kids • First Friends •Merle Norman • Quizno' s Subs • TJ Maxx 
e California Pizzo Kitchen • Friedman's Jewelers •Mikasa • Rock Room Shoes • T oojay' s Deli 
•Cargo Kids • Friendly Confines • Motherhood Maternity • Radio Shack • T reehouse Salons 
•Carters • Gomestop/Bobbages •Office Mox • Red Lobster • Ulto Cosmetics and Salon 
• Cascades Florist •GNC ·•Old Novy • Regal Cinema • Washington Mutual 
•Golf Etc •Old Vines Wine Merchants • Rocky Mountain Chocolate •Waterford Family Med Ctr. 
• Gotta Dance • Orlando Ale House Factory 
. ~shops1mon.com™ . Just off the East -West Expressway on Alafaya Trail 
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Charley elicits homesickness 
' 
Arin Sugerman is one of 
seven UCF graduates given the 
opportunity to put their recent-
ly earned degrees to the test in 
Athens, Greece, where they will 
be part of the hospitality team 
serving Olympic athletes. This 
is the third part of her running 
diary from the Garn.es. 
As I write this diary entry, 
it has been one week since the 
Opening Ceremonies and 
each day gets more exciting. 
The main dining room of the 
Olympic Village is swarming 
wi~ the world's best athletes, 
and I'm lucky' enough to be 
rubbing elbows with them. 
There have been some 
celebrity sightings. I was able 
to congratulate Michael 
Phelps on a job well done the 
morning after he won his first 
gold medal. After our work 
shift, the team leaders who 
aren't actually attending 
events will get together and 
watch some of the Games on 
TY. 
The commentary is in 
Greek so we have to pay close 
attention to what's going on 
and try to decipher what is 
being said. Still, I got chills the 
first time I saw ail American 
win the gold <µid heard our 
national anthem. 
Another fun part about 
watching the Games is that 
every couple of minutes 
someone shouts, "Oh I recog-
nize him ... " and proceeds to 
tell a story about what that 
person ate for breakf~st or 
where they were last sighted 
ip. the Olympic Village. 
Still, nothing compares to 
seeing the Games in person. 
This past week I attended the 
women's volleyball prelimi-
naries and it was a great feel-
. ing to be a spectator at such a 
world-famous event. 
fve had the experience of 
cheering on my high school, 
college and favorite profes-
. sional teams, but it's another 
feeling entirely to sit in the 
stands and cheer for your 
country. I felt proud and lucky 
to be part of the crowd shout-
ing "U-S-A ... U-S-A!" It was an 
evening I won't soon forget. 
After I arrived home from 
work last Wednesday, I was 
surprised to find the main 
street in front of our hotel 
roped off. 
People were cheering and 
blowing whistles ln front of 
me and it was then that I real-
ized that an Olympic event 
was taking place right in front 
of our hotel. It was the cycling 
time trial, and we were able to 
sit outside at a sidewalk cafe 
and watch the event right 
across the street from where . 
we live. 
I also won two tickets to 
the track and field finals to be 
held later this week. The seats 
are fabulous, and it . will be 
great fun to attend such an 
important event. A bunch of 
us also bought tickets to the 
women's gold-medal soccer 
game, and it looks like Team 
USA is favored to win, so we 
are looking forward· to that 
' game. 
Unfortunately, amongst all 
of the excitement of the 
games, this past week was a 
hard one for me. Last Saturday 
morning, the seven UCF . 
alumni were informed of the 
severity of the destruction 
Hurricane Charley caused to 
Florida's west coast and the 
greater Orlando area. 
Hearing this news made 
me feel very disconnected 
from my family and friends. I 
was informed early on that 
the hurricane caused mostly 
physical damage. It was still 
hard to digest that such a large 
event occurred in my home-
town only two months after I 
left. 
It was also difficult to make 
contact with people in the 
area due to power outages and 
damaged cell phone towers, 
which gave me my first real 
bout of homesickness since I 
had left the country. 
My parents moved my sis-
ter, an incoming freshman at 
UCF, up to Orlando last Sun-
day. - only two days after the 
storm hit. I was able to talk to 
them on the phone and they 
told me of the sad, almost sur-
real, state ofUCF's campus. 
I've spent some time over 
the last week checking in with 
UCF's housing Web site and 
was able to see some pictures 
of campus after the storm. It's 
hard to p elieve that our beau-
tiful Recreation and Wellness 
Center has been so severely 
damaged. After spending four 
years in a city, it's hard to 
. imagine what it would look 
like after the wake of a hurri-
cane. 
I wish Orlando and UCF a 
fast recovery. My thoughts are 
with UCF even though I'm an 
ocean away. 
My time in Europe is more 
than halfway over and I still 
feel like I have a lot to do and 
see while I'm here. Living in 
another country has made me 
appreciate the American way 
and at the same time it taught 
me that there are other ways 
to live. I hope that over the 
next six weeks I can only learn 
more about myself and the 
world 
Bumetts fund biomedical school 
FROM A1 
beeause the money could be 
matched by the state, doubling 
its value· to UCF. Of the total 
gift, $7.5 million will be desig-
nated to build the college. That 
portion is most· likely to be 
equally matched 
UCF has already requested 
$20 million to build the original 
-. building, so the · additional 
funds would let them signifi-
cantly expand their plans. 
"The creation of this new 
~ area in biomedical sciences is a 
very large laboratory-intensive, 
space-intensive project," said 
Dan Holsenbeck, vice presi-
dent of University Relations. 
"This will allow us to do a first 
class job on that." 
Holsenbeck said the other 
$2.5 million will most likely be 
used to hire faculty and buy 
equipment for the new college. 
• He added that the exact use of 
those funds will be decided by 
Pappachan Kolattukudy, who 
, was named by Hitt as the dean 
of the new college. 
The money will be allocated 
in four annual installments of 
$2.5 million beginning this fall. 
Holsenbeck said the new, 
103,000-square-fodt buildirig 
could open as soon as 2007, but 
·Will more likely be completed UCF, they also bring in money 
in four years. The site has not from the state. 
yet been determined . The gift-matching programs 
UCF will still need to seek are a great way for universities 
approval to name the college to solicit donations, Holsen-
after the Burnetts. According to beck said. 
Holsenbeck, a UJ1iversity needs Florida has two gift-match-
to get approval from the state ing programs. The Courtelis 
Legislature to name a college Facilities grantmatching pro-
after a living person. gram matches gifts on a one-to-
Though he ·adds that this one scale. . 
should not be a problem. The second program is a 
"The Legislature has never simple matching-gifts program 
really questioned the naming of and is based on a graduated 
a building," Holsenbeck said. scale. 
"They really leave it up to the "For example,'' Holsenbeck 
individual university." . · explained, "to get a $1 million 
However, he said that nam- endowed chair, you. need a 
ing efforts sometimes get $600,000 gift." 
rejected due to complications Funding for the gift-match-
in the political.process. ing programs has been lagging 
Still, because of new state in recent years. But the Legisla-
rules, UCF may not even need ture recently funded all eligible 
legislative approval. It may only gifts through the end of 2003, 
have to seek the approval of Holsenbeck said. 
Florida's Board of Governors During the board meeting, 
- something UCF's lawyers Hitt thanked the Burnetts for 
are checking into. their "remarkably generous 
The Burnetts' gift is the sec- gift." He added: "We are so 
ond largest one-time gift UCF , blessed to have great friends 
has received. An $18.2 million like the Rosens and the Bur-
donation by Board of Trustee netts. They have had an inordi-
member Harris Rosen and his nate impact on UCF." 
wife, Trisha, allowed UCF to Reached via phone, Nancy 
build the Rosen School of Hos- Burnett said: "It's our great 
pitality Management. pleasure. You are more than 
While donations like these welcome. We'll hopefully see 
help to fund new colleges at you all in the fall." 
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All. necessary X-ray's 
Cleaning (prophylaxis) 
Bleaching 
(Not valid with any other offer or Insurance, New patients only. Exp. 9/30/04) 
Economy and health care or Iraq and Unit~d Nations policy? 
FROM Al 
should focus on] getting our 
troops home and not sending 
any more out.'~ 
Steven Campbell, an 18-
year-old digital media design 
\ major, doesn't quite agree. He 
describes himself as a mildly 
Democratic voter due to his 
upbringing, but still undecid-
ed in the presidential contest. 
To him, security is "defi-
nitely an issue," but his vote 
will be influenced by the 
unemployment rate and the 
strength of the economy more 
than anything. 
"Jobs and money equal 
more freedom for us, especial-
ly those of us still tethered to 
our parents," Campbell said. "I 
see a lot of talk on the issue 
from Kerry, about how a rn:ajor 
part of his campaign includes 
deating with that, so I'm 
inclined' toward him for pay-
ing attention to it." 
Eck agreed that the econo-
my ~s crucial as well. "The 
economy is definitely an 
important issue for me," she 
said. "If I can't get out of col-
lege and get a job, I'm in big 
trouble ... we all know people 
who have graduated with one, 
maybe two, undergrad 
degrees and are still waiting 
tables at Applebee's because 
they can't find a job.'' 
The political party repre-
sentatives are glad security is 
such a crucial issue - though 
for vastly different reasons. 
"I don't think there is any 
question that if it's asked in 
whose hands are we safer, the 
answer will be George W. 
Bush," Oliver said. "I hope the 
election is decided on securi-
ty. That would be good for the 
president.'' 
· Head disagreed, saying, 
''Americans feel less secure 
due to the Bush administra-
tion's complete boggling of 
the security situation." He 
described the color-coded 
warning system as "ridicu-
lous." 
He added that the goal of 
the Kerry-Edwards team is to 
"remind the world that the 
American people are what we 
claim to be - peace-loving, 
not war-loving.'' 
A CNN/USA Today poll 
taken in early July supports 
Head's opinion, although 
barely, stating that 55 percent 
of Americans feel less safe 
since the war in Iraq. 
Eck would not fall into that 
55 percent. 
''.Americans probably do 
feel less safe since Iraq, mostly 
because they have no idea 
why we are even there in the 
first place, and if those reasons 
are legitimate," she said. "But I 
don't honestly feel afraid. The 
issues don~t keep me up at 
night." 
Jewett does not doubt the 
numbers, but he does wonder 
if they'll be enough to unseat 
Bush. . 
"The fact of the matter is, a 
lot of the public bell.eve 
George W. Bush js truly effec-
tive · on national security, 
though polls do show that 
Kerry may be closing the gap," 
Jewett said. "Of course, the 
Bush administration knows 
this, they see the same polls, 
and the appointment of [Flori-
da Republican congressman] 
Porter Goss [as Bush's nomi-
nee for CIA director] may 
have a partisan component." 
Both Campbell and Eck 
expressed concerns that the 
candidates and the media are 
focusing exclusively on secu-
rity and ignoring many other 
crucial issues. ' 
"Reducing the media orgy 
on Iraq by talking about other 
stuff that's affecting us would 
be nice," Campbell said. "Not 
that Iraq isn't affecting us, but 
it's not the only thing out 
there." 
· Eck said, "Security will be 
the crucial issue because they, 
the candidates, are making it 
one." 
Many of the swing voters 
fall between 18 and 29 years 
old, however, voters in this 
group have the statistically 
lowest turnout. 
"I've been doing this for 20 
years," Oliver said, "and every 
year people say there will be 
increased turnout among 
younger voters and every year 
there simply isn't." 
"It's not going to happen 
and it shouldn't. They don't 
have the same stake as the rest 
of the country," he continued. 
Jewett also doesn't expect 
an increase in voter turnout by 
that group this year. "I haven't 
seen anything that makes me 
I think theFe is going to be a 
major surge," he said. 
He added that while employ- · 
ment is frequently the No. 1 
issue among young voters who 
"are hoping to get jobs when 
they graduate" and that ideal-
ism is always present among 
college · students, the average 
student is not personally affect-
• 
I 
ed and probably won't vote. 
Oliver put it another way: 
"Ideologies aren't great motiva-
tors." 
Campbell believes the lack of 
voting by those in his college-
age group isn't a matter of ide-
ology or issues but a matter of 
time and priorities. 
"If I weren't inclined to at 
least have a say, I would be 
adding to . that percentage of 
non-voters," he said. "I'm 
always involved with the petty 
problems in my life, and I'm 
sure others around my age also 
are, and we lose focus, so we 
don't know the issues, and that's 
er 
usually where the rates drop," 
he said. 
Head, however, remains 
stubbornly optimistic. 
"Younger voters are still in piay 
and leaning toward the Democ-
ratic party. Young people have 
views and the issues are suffi-
ciently important." 
"Jobs and money 
equal more 
freedom for us." 
- STEVEN CAMPBELL 












ypur money back·· ACT* 
Attend all required classes or make-up sessions, complete all scheduled tests; and do 
your homework. If your score doesn't improve on test day from your Kaplan diagnostic 
·or a prior official test score, you can choose to repeat our program for free or get a 
full refund of your tuition;"* It's that simple. 
L~AT: Classes Begin 8/25/04, 9/1./04, ~ 9/12/04 
GMAT: Classes Begin 8/26/04, 9/26/04, & 11/15/04 
GRE: Classes Begin 9/1/04, 10/6/04, & ·11/16/04 
MCAT: Classes Begin 10/6/04, 1/11/05, ·& 1/22/05 
• 
*Test names are registered trademarks of their respective owners. 
**To be eligible· for this offer, you must be enrolled in Kaplan's 
full classroom, tutoring, or' online courses. In addition, you 
must present a copy of your official score report and your 
course materials within 90 days. 
• • 
World Leader in Test Prep 
and Admissions 
KAPLAN. 








F R E S H S· A L A D S A N D S U C H 
Crispers Present:s ... 
Everyt:hing You Need 
t:o Know About: College. 
: Free Soup For You! : ·) 
I (or $2.99 off chowders and gumbos) 
Of course. your college career will be a wonderful voyage of discovery. 
You'll have new learning experiences, expand your consciousness with 
new courses, meet new people fromjust about all over the world. But one · 
of the most important things to learn is how to stay healthy and how to get 
free food. You're in luck There's a Cripsers restaurant right near the UCF campus ... 
and that's where you get the free food. See?'You learned something already. 
College isn't a ll fatburgers, pizza a nd substandard subs. Not when Crispers is so close to UCF 
Cr.ispers is your quick delicious a lternative to fast food, where you can stoke up on garden-fresh 
gourmet salads, hearty stacked sandwiches, and a dozen tempting soups, all 1nade fresh every 
single day 
" ivith purchase of any garrden-fresh gourmet I 





ONE FREE SOUP PER COUPON. ONE COUPON PER VISIT. 
~ ----·----- ------
: Free SUTeet:s! 
Bring in this coupon and enjoy one of 
our outrageous desserts FREE with 
your purchase of any gat-den-fresh 
gourmet salad over $4.00 or hearty 










Tfyou're a sweet freak you'll love our creamy cheesecakes, r ich layer cakes, cookies, and brownies. 







Use the coupons. Come t:o Crispers. 
Get: free food. 
436 & UNIVERSITY 
391 SOUTH SEMORAN 
WINTER PARK 
ph ( 407) 6 73-41 00 
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM 
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM 
WATERFORD LAKES 
SSS N.ALAFAYA TRAIL 
ORLAND9 
- ph (407) 482-'4727 . 
MON-THU. 10:30AM - 9 PM 
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM 
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM 
Find out about Crispers restaurants, our growth and career 
















I ONE FREE DESSERT PER COUPON. ONE COUPON PER VISIT. CSO I ~ 
r---~-----------, 
1 Who w-ants p-J 1 
: _FREE ice cream_? ~~fill,~: ·· 
I Purchase any fresh gourmet salad over $4.00 
or hearty stacked sandwich and we'll give I 
I you a FREE shake, cone , or sundae made with I ·'"11 
I delicious Publix Premium Ice C ream. I 
I I 
: . \ G.~~~f~~~ :' 
"' 0 .... 






· Party, Pizza Sports Drinks 
or Pizza Rolls 32 oz. 
7.5-1 I .5 oz. Select Varieties 
I 
" Assorted Varieties 







~ Save ~f to 2.90 on 10 with card 
Norccm 3 Subject $ 
~ Notebook, I 0.5"x8" 10 
120-ct. 
W ide o College Ruled 
~ ·~~ 














500-ct., 8.S"x I I" 
~ Save up to 2.98 on 2 'l)'ith card 
OFF 
Avery $ 
Tufguard Binders 10 
I-inch 
Assorted Colors 





Select Varieties 10$ 




·or Bud Light 
12-pack Bottles 
Dm1liJ WI'!IB Save up to I .SO with card . 
It's · Monday night ••• Do you know what 
you're having for dinner? 
The Answer's ·in Our Deli! 
Monday's the best night of all to visit y~ur Albertsons Deli! 
Every Monday, save e~en more on. fresh fried chicken as .well as 
othe~ time-saving meal solutions from your Albertsons Deli! 
12-piece Chicken 
K: We strive to have on hand sufficient stock of advert\ilkt merchandise. If for any reason we are out of stock, a Rain Check wm 00 ued enabling you to : • · the Item,;! advertised price as soon as it becomes a able. SaVings may vary. Check price tag for details. We reserve the Oght to Hn' t quantities. Please, No Sales to Dealers. 
AVAILABILITY: Each of these advertised Items Is required to be readily avallable for sale at or below the adve' d price In ·~· 1 Albertsons store except specifically noted in this ad. CCopyrlght 2004 Albert.sons, Inc. All Rights Reserved. 
A16 August 23,2004 • (enttaf 1loribil :future : J 
START NOW 
The prestigious Ronald E. McNair Post Baccalaureate Achievement Program is designed to help students get into graduate school and succeed. 
If you meet the qualifications, you may be one of the students selected as a McNair Schoiar at UCF, so apply NOW. 
·Speakers! 
• Social events! 
• Enrolled full time as ·a UCF student with a minimum 3.0 GPA 
• US citizen or permanent US residency status 
·Completion of 60 - 90 credit hours 
·A serious interest in pursuing graduate study leading to the Ph. D. 
• Qualify as first-generation college student with financial need 
and/or 
• Member of group that is underrepresented in graduate education 
(African American, Hispanic American, Native American, Alaskan Native) . 
·Faculty mentors! 
• Statewide networking! 
• Workshops to prepare you for doctoral studies 
• Earn a $2,800 stipend for summer research experience 
·Free summer course in research methodology · 
• Workshops to get you into the graduate program of your choice 
·Teaching classes to prepare you for being a GTA (Graduate Teaching Assistant) 
· • Trip to national Mc Nair conference 
• Graduate admission fee waivers from participating institutions 
- - --
www.und rgraa 1~tes udies.u f eduh1cna·r/hom - htrr1 
To apply, go to: and select McNair Scholars Program from the menu, or 
. call the McNair Scholars program at . 
On campus, come by the McNair office in the Clas room 
Bldg. 1 Rm. 302 or e-mail us at McNair@mail.ucf.edu, 
and we'll send you an application. 
Limited-time offer. Other conditions and restrictions apply. See contract and rate plan brochure for details. Up to $36 activation fee applies. Phone price and 
availability may vary by market. Coverage is not available in all areas. See coverage map at stores for details. Early termination fee: $240 prorated over the 
length of the service agreement. Independent agents may impose additional equipment-related charges. Mobile to Mobile minutes available when both cus-
tomers are on Cingular network within local calling area.Rollover Minutes: Unused anytime minutes expire after 12 months. Night and Weekend a~d Mobile 






















Days until the UCF 
volleyball season 
begins 
Days until the UCF 
men's soccer season 
begin~ 
Brie ft 
The UCF men's 
soccer team got off 
to a rough start in 
preseason exhibition 
play Saturday as the 
~nights fell to Nova 
Southeastern 3-2. 
The men will play 
two more exhibition 
gamesagains Palm · 
Beach Atlantic at S 
p.m.and 7 p.m. 
Saturday at the UCF 
Soccer Complex. The 
Knights are the ' 
media pres~son 
favorite to repeat as 
Atlantic Sun · 
champions. 
Women's soccer kicks 
off the 2004 
campaign against 
Fiorida International · 
at 7 p.m. Friday at 
the UCF Soccer 
Complex . .. Men's 
soccer welcomes 
Palm Beach Atlantic 
for an exhibition 
doubleheader at 5 
p.m. Saturday at the 
UCF Soccer Complex. 
Quotabtes 
"[Alexander Haynes] 
takes coaching well 
and it matters to 
him. When your best 
guy at the position 
does that, it sets the 
example for the rest 
of the guys in the 
room, and that's 
excellent to nave for 
us." 
- BRIAN OUAN, 
RUNNIN SACKS 
°C-OACH 






Running back Alex 
Haynes is on pace to· 
shatter UCF records· 
ERIC KERNISH 
Contributing Writer 
A major goal for the UCF Football team 
in 2004 is to become tougher and more 
physical It's the concept that new Coach 
George O'Leary and staff have been preach-
ing to the players since arriving in Decem-
bei: 
One area on the team that has been striv-
ing to become more physical during the off-
season is the running back position Accord-
ing tcy'.ew running backs coach Brian 
Poliari, the Knights are expecting to run the 
ball hard.er and make more yards after con-
tact 
For the fourth straight season UCF will 
depend on senior tailback Alex Haynes to be 
its feature back. In each of his three seasons 
at UCF, Haynes led the team in both rushing 
yards and rushing touchdowns. What's 
more. he is on his way to becoming the 
school's all-time leading rusher as he needs 
only 6.30 yards to do. so. Haynes is also third 
in school history with 22 career-rushing 
touchdowns and ll 100-yard. games. 
Last season was consiqered a down year 
for Haynes. After ~hing for over 1,000 
PLEASE SEE HAYNES ON B8 
PHOTO BY BREIT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Charles -is in charge State & Nation C-4SA to host champio~hip game 
IRVING, Texas - Conference 
USA athletic directors unanimously 
voted Tulirsday to recommend to the 
conference's board of directors the 
staging of the league's inaugural 
championship game in 2005. 
F~rmer Knight 
Lee is poised for 
solid NR season 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Sports Editor 
He made Tampa Bay forget 
about Keyshawn Johnson 
He showed the Buccaneers 
that the best wide receivers 
aren't always the guys with the 
big contracts and the bigger 
egos. 
Former UCF wide receiver 
Charles Lee was given a shot at 
the big time last season and he 
made an in:lmediate impact In a 
Monday° Night Football show-
down with the New York Giants, 
Lee led the Buccaneers with 91 
receiving yards on five catches. 
Lee's finest moment came when 
he scored the first touchdown of 
the game on a 53-yard pass from 
Brad Johnson 
Despite his breakout per-
formance, Lee was a postgame 
afterthought as the attention 
went to the team's No. 1 receiver, 
Keenan Mccardell. 
"I feel like I got the short end 
of the stick on that one." said Lee 
of being overlooked for the cov-
eted MNF horse trailer. "'That 
stuff only makes me mad, and 
when I get mad it only makes the 
drive that much stronger. It's 
frustrating and it's hard to deal 
with, but it only makes you want 
it that much more." 
This time around, Lee's sup-
porting cast has changed. Bucs' 
' Coach Jon Gruden benched 
Johnson last season and traded 
' 
COURTESY OF TAMPA BAY BUCCANEERS 
Former UCF wide-0ut Charles lee had a breakout year in the NFL last season with Tampa Bay. 
him to the.Dallas Cowboys for , 
receiver Joey Galloway. ' . 
''Joey's been, very helpful, not 
only to· me but most of the 
younger guys," Lee said of his 
new teammate. ''Jtist to see a guy 
with that magnitude, he's been 
around and .done some pretty 
good things in this league. He's 
always willing to give a helping 
hand. If you watch him after 
practice, you'll see him pull some 
of the young guys aside just to 
work .on extra techniques. He's 
been instrumental in some of the 
young guys' growth." 
McCardell has been a holdout 
from training camp this summer, 
which caused Gruden to recruit 
former Oakland Raider receiver 
PLEASE SEE LEE ON B6 
The game would feature champi-
ons from the East and West Divisions. 
The team with the highest winning 
percentage will serve as the host of the 
game .. 
'We are very excited to provide an 
additional showcase for some of the 
top football programs in our confer-
ence," said Richard Giannini, director 
of athletics at Southern Mississippi 
and the chairman of the C-USA 
scheduling/bowl relations subcom-
mittee. 
'We also feel there are a number of 
advantages to the schools and the host 
community. This format is not only 
the best method to determine our 
champion, but will provide excellent 
media exposure for the schools and 
the community, including the eco-
nomic impact a game like that cre-
ates:' 
East Carolina, Marshall, Memphis, 
Southern Mississipp~ UAB and Cen-
tral F1orida will compete in the £.?st 
Houston, Rice. SMU, 'Tulane. 'Tulsa. 
and Texas El Paso will contend in the 
West ' 
C-USA becomes one of only five 
Division t-A conferences that host a 
football championship game. The 
Southeastern, Big 12 and Midj-Ameri-
can conferences currently host foot-
ball championships, and the ACC will 
add a championship game in 2005. 
J-ville snags ACC title ~me 
JACKSONVILLE, Fla - The 
Atlantic Coast Conference chose Jack-
sonville on Thursday to host its first 
two championship games. 
The first game will be played Dec. 
3, 2005 at Alltel Stadium, and is expect-






UCF's biggest rivalry is 
with -the town around it 
UCF and Marshall have only 
played two times in football. That 
.rivalry needs time. 
UCF and USF have never faced ' 
off on the gridiron. That rivalry 
needs a lot of time. 
But sometimes rivalries don't 
happen on the field. They stem from 
opposition and canstant battles. It's 
a lot like the battle UCF football is 
having in its. very own hometown 
The city of Orlando has never 
been a great sports city. It can't hold • 
a minor league baseball team. Its 
professional basketball franchise is 
melancholic at best. Smack dab in 
the middle of it all is a giant state 
university that only a small percent-
age of the population cares about. 
Orlando is like the kidefy table at 
Thanksgiving. The adults (Gator, 
Seminole and Hurricane fans) will 
smile and wave at the kids at the 
other table (UCF), but they end up 
ignoring them and praying for them 
to go to bed early. 
~t's fun to be the underdog, but at 
some point UCF fans will have to 
say, "Hey, this is our town Love us or 
leave it." 
That's the message that George 
O'Leary is trying to convey. He said 
he expects the Citrus Castle to be 
sold out for the Knights' Sept. ll 
home opener against West Virginia. 
It very well should be. 
O'Leary also said that he hopes 
UCF fans will travel in great masses 
to the first (Wo away games to get a 
feel of what Division 1-A football 
fans are like. 
Establish our fan base's future on 
the likes of Wisconsin and Penn 
State? Not a bad idea These are two 
strong football schools with great 
history and tradition. Diehard UCF 
fans (yes, there are quite a few of 
those) are doing a pretty good job of 
trying to create tradition for UCF. 
But let's face it - UCF football tra-
dition is still diaper-dad and crawl-
. ing around on all fours. 
So what's a UCF fan supposed to 
do? 
How about taking it to the 
streets? OK, well maybe not the 
streets so much as the local bars and 
restaurants. It doesn't take a rocket 
scientist to realize that there's about 
as much black and gold decorating 
local bars as brain cells in Jessica 
Simpson's head. · 
UCF fans, have a choice. They can 
continue to play the role of Sisyphus, 
rolling the college football boulder 
up a hill just , to have i.t roll back 
down. Or Knights fans could simply 
blow the rock to smithereens and 
take the hill in the name,ofUCF. 
There's no UCF fire in Orlando, 
and there's barely a flame in the area 
surrounding the school itself. I guar-
antee that when the Sept. 4 game at 
Wisconsin rolls around, it'll be the 
same sad picture in every bar in the 
area: blue and orange, garnett and 
gold, that dreadful orange and green 
Some people can't afford to go to 
away games. That's fine. Last time I 
checked, going to a bar and watch-
ing a football game on ESPN is pret-
ty cheap. Imagine if every UCF fan 
in the campus area stampeded one 
unsuspecting bar and demanded 
the UCF/Wisconsin game on every 
TY. 
Is that such a far-off thought? 
Think about the chaos that would 
cause. Better yet, think about the 
look on all of the Steve Spurrier 
wet-dream-having Gator fans when 
they become the poor shleps hud-
dled around the smallest TV in the 
house. 
Sounds good, don't it? It's really 
not that far-fetched. . 
. Just muster . up a few dozen 
· friends, march into your favorite 
local watering hole and tell the bar-
tender you want your black and 
gold: 
Then try the quesadillas. Theyre 
delicious. 
Ashley Bums can be reached at 
sports@UCFnews.com . 
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
The UCF men's cross country team hopes to surprise its Atlantic Sun competition with its talented, young squad. 
Cross country will 
make one last run 
Men could be nice surprise 
in final Atlantic Sun season 
ASHLEY BURNS 
Sports Editor . 
Women's cross country has seen its 
share of troubles this summer. 
Despite losing last year's star runner 
Sara Dillman to graduatfon, the team 
seemed poised to bounce back and contin-
ue its success after finishing fourth at the 
Atlantic Sun Championship and 15th at the 
NCAA Regionals. 
As much as the team looked to build on 
that momentum, though, the injury bug 
came around and hit two of the team's 
strongest runners. The women's squad has 
lost both Megan Crum and Karen Kozub 
for the season. 
'We've kind of taken it on the chin this 
summer with women's cross country," 
UCF cross country Coach Marcia Mansur-
Wentworth said 'We've lost two people 
out of our top five, which is really rough." 
As a sophomore last season, Crum fin-
ished in the top five ofUCF women's run-
ners in every single event. At the Stetson 
Invitational, Crum's eighth-place finish 
was the best among her UCF teammates. 
Kozub made a major . impact in her 
freshman year, finishing in the top five of 
UCF runners in four of the six eVents she 
competed in. She will be red-shirted due to 
illness. 
Behind every black cloud, though, there 
is a silver lining. The women's cross coun-
try team's silver lining are juniors Astrid 
Claessens and Abby Hanneling. . 
Claessens is healthy and ready to fill the 
'role of team leader, vacated by Dillman. 
Claessens finished in the top three among 
UCF runners in every event that she com-
peted in last season. Claessens is normally 








Black Fores.t Ham 
Assorted 
carried herself well in cross country com-
petition. 
'~trid Claessens is our top returner:' 
Mansur-Wentworili said. "She's a very 
consistent competitor. She's strong and 
level-headed. She carries a 4.0 and she 
works very hard, but she's not very vocal. 
She leads by example:• , 
'Tllbe a captain and help encourage the 
girls," Claessens said "Sara was always up 
there 3Ild people looked up to her a lqt I 
can fill that role, just doing things the best 
I can and following what coach says. Hope-
fully, rn follow in that path. As far as being 
the No. l runner on the team, Abby will be 
our No. l runner for sure." 
Hanneling is making a return to cross . 
country competition after a three-year hia-
tus. Mansur-Wentworth admits that 
Hanneling doesn't have a lot of speed. but 
she proved she is up for the challenge after 
she turned in a 39th-place finish at the 
NCAA Regional last fall Her time was the 
second fastest in UCF history. 
'We desperately need someone to step 
up if we're going to be successful as a 
team,'' Mansur-Wentworth said "I have no 
doubt that Abby and Astrid will be suc-
cessful We have the talent out there, but 
it's just frustrating." 
Should the women turn it up when it 
·matters, as Mansur-Wentworth hopes, 
Claessens and her teammates no doubt 
have the desire to take away a nice parting 
gift in a conference Championship. 
"You expect it from yourself," 
Claessens said ofleading her team to an A-
Sun championship. "It's your last season so 
you want to do the best that you can. You 
also want to look good in front of your 
team." 
While the women are hurting from the 
summer injuries, then men's team is hav-



















ed to earn the revamped conference 
about $6 million. 
The ACC added the game as part of 
its expansion to 12 teams; Miami and 
Vrrginia Tech are joining the confer-
ence this ye~ and Boston College will 
join next year. 
''I hope we get a chance to be there;' 
Miami Coach Larry Coker said ''It's a 
great stadium. It's a great city for bowl 
games and festivities of ~at type. I · 
think it's great from the standpohlt of a 
warm-W\:!ather climate. It's great for 
our fans and certainly great for the 
game itsel£ Tu:at's a good selection." 
Florida State Coach Bobby Bowden 
joked that Jacksonville was his second 
choice for the game, behind Tallahas-
see, of course. · 
"I think it was a good choice," Bow-
den said ''Not too far South, not too far 
North. It's going to really enhance the 
ACC in the state of Florida That has 
happened [with] the University of 
Miami jumping,in, us in there. 
"People in this state are going to 
learn about the ACC, especially with 
that game here." 
The conference has the option to 
renew the contract for another two 
years, ACC Commissioner John Swof-
ford said in a teleconference from 
Greensboro, N.C: 
'Mtel Stadium and the city of Jack-
sonville will provide our schools with 
not only an outstanding facility in 
which to play, but also an enthusiastic 
community that has always emb~ced 
college football," Swofford said 
ACC faculty representatives unani-
mously ch9se Jacksonville over Char-
lotte, N.C., in a telephone conference 
call Thursday morning. . 
Swofford refused to discuss the 
amount of money pledged by Jack-
sonville. He said the city's financial bid, · 
its sports facilities and its long associa-
tion with the.ACC and the Gator Bowl 
were factors in the decision. The Gator 
Bowl typically hosts the No. 2 team 
from the ACC for its New Year's Day 
game. 
Jacksonville Mayor John Peyton 
accepted the offer on behalf of the city. 
He estimated the game will have a $50 
million impact on the city economy 
because of out-of-town guests staying 
at hotels and eating at restaurants. 
'We have always had a special spot 
in our hearts for college football, as any · 
Gator Bowl or Florida-Georgia partici-
pant can tell you," Peyton said 'We 
will give a warm welcome to the fans, 
and we look forward to working with 
the ACC and the Gator Bowl Associa-
tion to build another great football tra-
dition here." 
The Gator Bowl Assdciation will 
run the game for the city, which is not 
chai:ging the ACC for use of Alltel Sta-
dium. 
Peyton said getting a Super Bowl 
and regularly hosting NFL and college 
football games proves that Jacksonville 
knows what it is doing. 
''Jacksonville is one of the emerging 
cities of the South;' Peyton said 
The other ACC teams are Clemson, 
Duke, Florida State, Georgia Tech, 
Maryland, North Carolina, North Car-
olina State, Vrrginia and Wake Forest. 
The winner of the ACC title game 
will earn an automatic berth in a Bowl 
Championslµp Series game. 
Gator Bowl president Rick Catlett 
said the decision came down to stadi-
um size. Charlotte's stadium is private-
State &Nation 
ly owned and seats about 73,000. Alltel 
Stadium is owned by the city and seats 
77,497. 
Catlett sweetened the city's initial 
bid by guaranteeing a sellout. Based on 
the number of seats and league-estab-
lished ticket prices, the financial guar-
antee is $5.9 million, compared to $53 
million. 
Bloom continues fight with NCAA 
BOULDER. Colo. -'- Colorado 
wide receiver Jeremy Bloom decided j 
Wednesday to keep fighting the 1 
NCAA for the right to accept commer-
cial ski endorsements while playing 
college football . ' 
Bloom, a world-champion freestyle 
skie~ asked the university to appeal the 
NCAA'.s latest ruling that he would be 
ineligible to play college football if he 
accepts endorsements. 
Bloom has been fighting the NCAA 
for two years and initially told family 
members he did not want to go 
through another appeal after losing 
another round this week. 
"I do plan on going through with 
the final appeal. I owe it to my team-
mates, my coaches and myself: to fight 
this until the end," Bloom said in a• 
statement from Santiago, Chile, where 
he is training with the U.S. Ski Team. 
School officials said earlier they had 
already appealed the ruling, out appar-
ently decided against it when .Bloom 
declined On Wedne~day, the school 
filed the appeal after hearing from 
Bloom again. 
An NCAA committee consisting of 
five administrators from NCAA 
schools across the country wa5 eX:pect-
ed to hear the appeal in a conference 
call next week, said Lindsey.Babcock, 
CU's .director of compliarice. 
Bloom would have until Sept. 6 -
two weeks after the start of classes -
to re-enroll, Babcock said Colorado's 
first game is Sept 4 against Colorado 
State in Boulder. 
Bloom has said he can't afford to 
pursue his skiing career without com-
mercial endorsements to pay for his 
training. 
Court seeks dosure in Colorado scandal 
DENVER. Colo. - An indictment 
over the use of prostitutes to entice 
recruits to the University of Colorado 
football program has been handed up 
by a statewide grand jury, The Denver 
Post reported in its Sunday edition. 
The story, first broadcast Saturday 
by KUSA-Tv, does not say who is 
named in the indictment. 
Whomever is indicted in the grand 
jury report will be notified within 10. 
days and then have 10 days to respond 
The grand jury has heard from foot-
ball Coach Gary Barnett, Athletics 
. Director Richard Tharp, director of 
football operations David Ransburg, 
several players, other university offi-
cials and campus police officers. 
It has also heard from Pasha Cowan, 
a former manager of an escort service 
who said a football recruiting aide, 
Nathan Maxcey, paid her $2,500 for 
three call girls to visit ''very young, 
very athletic men" at Boulder-area. 
hotels. 
DAVID ZALUBOWSKI i ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Colorado wide receiver Jeremy Bloom is appealing a 
decision by the NCAA that he is ineligible for taking 
ski endorsements while playing football last year. 
Maxcey made calls to _Cowan's escort 
service on his .university issued cell 
phone. Maxcey has denied setting up 
liaisons for recruits, saying any phone 
calls to Cowan were to arrange meet-
ings for himself with her: He also said 
he couldn't afford to pay the amount of 
money he's accused of paying on his 
then $2,000 a month salary. , 
In an interview Thursday with The 
Associated Press, Maxcey said he was-
n't surprised the grand jury wrapped 
up its work with no immediate word 
on indictments. 
"I know what I did and didn't do. I 
didn't do those things, and we'll just 
leave it at that;' he said by phone from 
his parent's Dallas-area home. 
His father, Bob Maxcey, said early 
Sunday morning they had not been 
contacted 
' "It's rather mysterious. that they 
don't come out and tell you who they 
are indicting," Bob Maxcey said by 
telephone. 'We haven't heard any-
thing about an indictment." 
Still pending are federal lawsuits 
filed by three women who say they 
were raped by recruits or players at or 
just after an off-campus party in 
December 2001 
In a deposition in one of those law-
suits, Cowan said Maxcey bragged 
about golfing with football boosters 
and "important people in the commu-
nity." 
The grand jury also looked into the 
spending practices of the school's 
fund-raising foundation and a private 
football camp. 
Ih a May interview with the AP, 
Maxcey denied knowing any boosters. 
A commission appointed by the 
university regents concluded that 
players arranged sex, drugs and alco-
hol for recruits but said there was no 
evidence Colorado officials ''knowing-
The panel began hearing testimony 
in the CU case in May after Gov. Bill 
Owens asked Attorney General Ken 
Salazar to lead an investigation into 
allegations that the Colorq.do football 
program used sex, strippers and alco;-
hol to recruit promising athletes. 
. ly sanctioned" the activities. 
In, February, the university said - ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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ARE YOU CREATIVE AND ENERGETIC? 
DO YOU LOVE THE SPOTLIGHT? 
UCF Sports Marketing Announces ... 
You could be one of four UCF students to 
receive personalized introductions prior to each 
football game in the Citrus Bowl. 
Here's How! 
(Ham with Roast Beef or Turkey) 
Souvlaki $4.95 Chicken Caesar $5.50 
Gyro $4.25 Juliennne $5.50 
Seafood $4.50 Greek $5.50 
Juna $4.50 Caesar $4.25 
B.L.T. $4.50 Garden $3~50 
~ .... · _PL_U_S _TO_N_S_O_F_T_O ....._IN_G_S,_S_A_-'C=-E...,....,..S_A __ N_EX_T..,..RA,__S_! 
Come to Orientation 
September 2. 2004 
. 3-4:30p.m. 
Student Union. Key West Ballroom 218 AB 






























Monday, Aug. 30 
KORT Club Showcase, Student Union 
(SU) Patio I oam-2pm (If clubs want to 
reserve a table email KORT at . 
KORT@rhail.ucf.edu.) 
Tuesday, Aug.31 
KORT Club Showcase, SU Patfo, I oam-
2pm 
Homecoming Organizational Meeting, 
Key West SU 2 I BAB,, l 2-3pm 
SGA Student Advocacy Forum, Cape FL 
SU 3 l 6AB, l -2pm 
. SGA Meet 'n Greet' Key West SU 2 I BCD, 
l-3pm. 
Wednesday, Sept. 1 
KORT Club Showcase, SU Patio, I oam-
2pm 
CJ\B Meet 'n Greet, Cape Floridq SU 316, 
6:30pm. Shrek 2 will be shown at spm. 
Wacky Wednesday Pep Rally, outside 
SU, I 2pm (post pep rally specials at 
wackadoo's) 
Thursday, Sept. 2 
All Fall club registration forms due to OSI, 
SU 208, by Spm. · 
Saturday, Sept. 4 
• 
SGA and Pounders host a Football View-
ing Party - UCF vs. Wisconsin @ 
Pounders (University and Dean). Doors 
open at I 2pm. 
Funded by the Activity and. Service Fee as allocated by SGA. 
CAB 
campus Act111111es Board 
.. 
' '~ {J I . 0 .. ,,. 
Hispanic American Student Association has 
planned various events throughout the month 
to inform people· about Hispanic Awareness 
Month (Sept. 15- Oct. 1 7). Information about the 
events is available at: 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/~hasa or in the MSC 
office, SU 305. 
The MASS/ MSC Fall Welcome will be Sept. 16 
in the Pegasus Ballroom from lpm-3pm. This 
event is designed to welcome students who 
utilize both offices to get them involved on 
campus. · 
The 3rd Annual MSC Expo is Sept. 30 from 
l lam-2pm in the Pegasus Ballroom and will 
provide UCF Student Organiz.ations, Depart-
ments, Offices, etc. an opportunity to connect, 
communicate and develop partnerships with 
each other. · 
For more information on any events drop by the 
Office of Student Involvement, SU 2 08, call 
407-823-6471 -, or check out the 
website at http://osi.sdes.ucf. edu 
CABBIE SAYS 
UCF Physical Plant, ----.,,,, 
UCF Police, Building 
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· .B .OOK·STORE 
' I 
/ 
12140 Collegiate Way . 
. . Orland9, FL 32817 . 
407-382-1617 
W1NW.collegeb~ok.com . · . 
BOO.KSTORE 
. . ' .......................... ''" . .. 
. ~2209 UniversilJ Blvd. 
. Orlando, FL32817 
' (407)658-7979 .. 
Www.knightscomer.com · · . , , 
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Intramurals resume as planned 
' 
~ Charley's damage 
has rec services 
.. moving some sports 
ANDY VASQUEZ 
Staff Writer 
' When Hurricane Charley 
ripped through Central Florida 
a week and a half ago virtually 
:;. ' everyone in its path was affect-
ed, including those involved in 
UCF intramural athletics. 
Jim Wilkening, the associate 
director of the Recreation and 
Wellness Center, said that an 
initial estimate predicts that it 
' will cost $2 million to $3 million 
and take six to nine months to 
repair the state-of-the-art 
building, which opened in Jan-
, uary2002. 
Hurrican~ Charley, a catego-
ry two storm when it passed 
, .;: over the Orlando area, pulled 
off about 80 percent of the 
' building's roof. . 
"This allowed wind and rain 
to enter the building, flooding 
the lower floors with water, 
which ruined the floorings," 
Wilkening said. 
The only areas of the roof 
not damaged were above the 
climbing wall and the build-
ing's offices. 
Despite the setback in oper-
ations, all intramural athle,tics 
will continue as scheduled. 
The outdoor intramural activi-
ties will remain in their origi-
nally planned locations. But the 
indoor sports planned to take 
place in the recreation_ center 
will . have to be relocated. 
Wilkening is working with the 
staff to find alternate locations 
for these activities. ' 
A temporary new -home for 
basketball has already been 
found at the gym in the College 
of Education. 
Wilkening said that the 
"staff in the College of Educa-
tion has been very cooperative" 
in helping to find a new spot for 
intramural basketball and 
opening the gym for the fore-
seeable future. 
Starting next week, open 
gym will be held at the College 
of Education on Sundays, Mon-
days and Fridays from 6:30 p.m. 
to midnight and on Tuesdays, 
Wednesdays and Thursdays 
from 9:30 p.m. to midnight. 
· Wilkening and the Recre-
ation and Wellness Center staff 
are also looking for new foca-
tions for the fitness center, 
which was also damaged in the 
storm. While there will be a 
makeshift gym, it won't be as 
big or have the same updated 
equipment. 
To make up for the smaller 
workout space Wilkening' said 
that they are working to find 
more than one location and try-
ing to work out a deal with 
some of the local gyms· to get a 
discounted rate for UCF stu-
dents. 
More information and 
updates Will be posted on cam-
. pus this week and can be found 
at the recreaction center's Web 
site, http:// www.rec.ucf.edu/. 
· Women cross country runners 
, plagued by offseason injuries 
•1. FROM 82 
"I think it would be really hard 
) to say right now who our No. 1 
man is," Mansur-Wentworth 
said "They're running a really 
good pack and they're running 
exactly the times that they're sup-
posed to be running." 
The men's team was dominat-
ed by senior Danny Cook last 
• season, but he has since graduat-
ed. Rising from the ashes of 
Cook's departure is a group of 
, . younger runners, including jun-
ior Ray Gossage and senior Ben 
Mena 
''W.e've got a group of six guys 
in a pack right now, and we've got 
three impact freshmen joining us 
this year,'' Mansur-WentWorth 
said ''When you have a big pack 
1 l and everyone is working togeth-
er it just makes the training so 
rp.uch more tolerable. You don't 
, want to let your team down and I 
think we've got that going with 
some positive energy right now." 
Gossage agrees that there is 
.ll no clear leader on the team, but 
the former walk-on runner 
knows that he iS up for the cllal-
lenge and that this could be his 
• year to be the leadei: 
'Tm hoping to lead the team,'' 
Gossage said. "I've had a good· 
l ~~ ~~tI~~~~~  
are in good shape. My goal is 
always to be No. 1 on the team. 
Last summer I wasri't as consis-
tent as I am this summei; with my 
trainiilg and my confidence. I just 
want to win a conference cham- · 
pionship:' 




The Recreation and Wellness 
" Center felt the effects of Hurri-
cane Charley with a crippling 
blow to the building. As a result, 
the rec center will be closed to 
conduct massive repairs. UCFs 
response to Hurricane Charley: 
Buildings may be closed. but pro-
' grams will continue. 
Stay current with rec center 
program updates and relocations 
by visiting the Web site at 
~ http://www.rec.uct:edu 
Intramural Sports are back in 
full swing as the fall semester 
begins, and the two biggest tra-
ditions in intramurals at UCF 
start things off right The 7-on-7 
flag football league begins Sept 
i 13, and the registration deadline 
is Sept 1 Teams should look to 
sign.up during the first week of 
classes to ensure a spot in the 
' largest and most competitive 
UCF intramural sport. Both 
men's and women's leagues will 
,. be wide open, as defending 
,champions Light Em Up and 
Chix Squad each lost more than 
75 percent of their rosters to 
(,) graduation.More thanl40 teams 
_ will line up for a chance to rep-
resent UCF at the National Flag 
Football tournament in Decem-
~ be 
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Senior Kylie Blake, left, will be counted on 
as one of the leaders of this year's team. 
team and this year's young group 
is that Cook was not only the No. 
1 rtll)Iler for UCF, but he was the 
leader as well This year's leader-
ship might come from an older 
student-athlete, but it might not 
come from the Nq. l runner. 
"Leadership doesn't always 
come from your best athlete," 
Mansur-Wentworth said "Some-
times leadership, comes from 
down the road, a little bit further 
into the race. Kylie Blake is a sen-
ior and he's an excellent team 
le~der, but he's not likely to be 
our No. l man." 
Blake and Gossage will most 
likely be the team's leaders, but 
the team will be.hoping on big-
ger impacts from sophomore 
runners like Brent and Ryan 
White. Twin brothers out of 
Looking for tips on how.to win 
the title this year? Join a veteran 
crew of national tournament par-
ticipants as they present a class on 
winning strategies at 8:30 p.m. 
Sept 2 at the Rec Center. 
H'oops madness doesn't only 
happen in March. The Intramural 
Basketball leagues dribble in on 
Sept 15. The registration dea~e 
is Sept 7. Don't miss out on the 
high-flying action and register 
teams early. So far there are no 
favorites this season to capture 
the coveted intramural champi-
onship T-shirt. 
There is plenty of other intra-
mural action at the stari: of the 
school year ll$ the Twin Rivers 
Boynton Beach, Brent and Ryan 
White are among the team's run-
ners that Mansur-Wentworth 
· believes have shown great 
improvements in the offseason. 
"They're a lot more disci-
plined,'' Mansur-Wentworth 
said of the young men's team. 
"They're a lot more focused and 
team-oriented Last year we had 
a good finish. We finished third 
in the conference, and we were 
13th in the NCAA Regional, 
which was our highest men's 
finish ever. That was really 
good, but we didn't have as 
much team unity as I had hoped. 
We're fired up and working 
together and thiS year we really 
have it " 
"Brent and Ryan White are 
going to be an impact," Gossage 
said 'M three of the freshmen 
could be in the top five. We just 
have a lot of talent There's no 
one just a step ahead that's clear-
ly a No. l. It'll probably be week-
to-week." 
Gossage and his teammates 
do have the sense of urgency of 
leaving the A-Sun with a confer-
ence championship in their last 
year as members. The urgency 
is especially high because they 
know they have the talent to 
take it 
"The chance·s of winning a 
conference championship are a 
lot better in the A-Sun than in 
the Conference USA," Gossage 
said "Right now I think, just on 
paper, we're probably No. 2 in 
the conference. 
"Hopefully at conference we 
can pull an· upset and win ! 
championship before we head to 
Conference USA" 
Four-Person Golf Scramble and 
USA Tennis Ladder take place 
early on. Teams must sign up for 
golf by Sept. I, and tennis individ-
uals can sign up by Sept 8. New 
to UCF? A special tournament 
for freshman called LINK flag 
football wiµ take place on Sept 8. 
Of course intramurals cannot 
take place Without referees. IM 
Sports is hiring sports officials for 
the fall 2004 semester. Students 
that are hlUlgry for a challenge 
and have an interest in learning a 
new skill are encouraged to apply. 
For information on registration 
· for all intramural sports and to 
apply to become an official visit 
http://www.rec.uct:edu 
THE UCF CHEERlEIDERS 
Ire looking .for a Few Stron.1 Men! 
WHAT7 
Mascot "Kntghtro• Tlyouts 
-AND-





Sept. 1st@ 5:30 pm 
WHERE? 
Education Bldg. Gym 
WHY7 • 
SChOlarships, Travel to 
Away Ganie$, National 
Competition, & the 
Best"Seat at -the Game! 
. I .. 
OCFArea 
UQ74Collegitlte ~· 
Orlando, Fl 3281-Z 
®th~tAt>l~ Ol'l Ul'.II\tersttyBvld} 
'(407) 277.8686 
-Unlimited 0 nb 
VIP fanning 9~! 
VISit Store for Details, Offer Expires 9/30/04 . ~ 
•::~MMllil!d:E:illltlltltlrl~&!lli'IBZ--.... - ----.•••-• ••• ... . _.... ........ ... ..... 
3 Tans 
1.."r $3.oo 
. VISit ~ for Details, Offer Expires 9130/04 
Mystic T~ j 
5pf8S' 8cc1h 8easion I 
s for 0n1y .s4'5.oo 
~ : 
Visit Store for Details, Offer Expires 9l30l04 1 
BLACKSTONE PREP 
Free 
WHERE IS TROPICAL FORD? 
'. ........ ' 
1m=r 
9900 S .. ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL 
ORLANDO~ FL 32837 , 
IN BEAUTIFlffi SOUTH ORLANDO! 




AND 0% FINANCING! 
CALL USAT(407) 851-3800 
OR CHECK OUT OUR WEBSITE AT 
WWW.TROPICAL FORD.COM 
l 
Lee not c·oncemed with wide 
receiver additions in Tampa Bay 
. COURTESYTA PA BAY BUCCANEERS 
Charles Lee, currently rehabbing from a hamstring injury, filled in as Tampa'.s No. 2 receiver for the final six games of the 2003 regular season. 
FROM Bl 
Tim Brown. Also competfu.g for 
spots at camp are former 
Detroit Lion Bill Schroeder and 
the Bucs' 2004 first-round draft 
pick, Michael Clayton. 
Another addition that could 
threaten Lee's participation in 
the passing game is running 
back Charlie Garner. Garner, 
who like Brown came to Tampa 
Bay from Oak.land, is a multiple 
threat in the backfield as he pos-
sesses quick speed . and great 
hands. · 
"It just gives us another 
weapon out of the backfleld," 
Lee said. "Unfortunately, 
Pittman will be . out the first 
three games, but we feel like we 
have a couple guys who are ade-
quate. They'll come in and carry 
the workload. until he gets back 
Hopefully they'll all get their 
touches and bring this team 
back to that leveL" 
Lee is not concerned with 
the additions, though, as he 
knows his solid work ethic and 
intensity on the field will be 
· more than enough to earn him a 
starting job. , 
"You just hope for the best 
and keep working hard," he said. 
''Hopefully they'll notice the tal-
. ent. Any time you want to be out 
there and showcase your talents 
and you can't, it's just hard It's 
like beating a dead horse. You 
just have to keep a positive 
light." . 
The former Knight has not 
, seen any action in Tampa Bay's 
first two preseason games this 
year. Lee is currently nursing a 
hamstring injury, adding to the 
depth of the Bucs' long list of 
offseason injuries. 
But while most players 
would be worried about their 
job and the competition of the 
healthier wide receivers, Lee 
remains quietly confident as 
Gruden has praised the wide 
receiver and noted how impor-
tant his return is. 
"It's important because we 
would like to see these guys," 
Gruden said in a Bucs press 
release. ''Hopefully the return of 
Charles Lee helps us out a little 
bit." -
Lee has returned to individ-
ruil drills in practice and Gruden 
said "he's movirig around bet-
ter." Gruden hopes he'll be 
ready for Saturday's game 
against the Miami Dolphins. 
"Some days I'm frustrated 
and some days I'm upset," Lee 
said. ''It takes a lot of treatment 
and a lot of extra work out here 
on the field, strengthening it 
and getting it back to where it 
needs to be." · 
In six games last season, Lee 
racked up 432 yards on33 recep• 
tions, finding the end zone 
twice. He broke the 90-yard 
mark twice, once against the 
Giants and once against the 
Houston Texans . 
Aside from trying to get back 
in the thick of the recel.ving 
game in Tampa, Lee has k~pt a 
distant eye on his former home 
at UCF. He admitted that he 
·. hasn't been paying a lot of atten-
tion but he had heard great 




Gabriel'.s s~ock keeps on rising 
Days after being dropped to No.4 on 
the Oakland Raiders' depth chart, former UCF 
wide receiver Doug Gabriel made a strong 
case for overtaking the No. 3 spot after hook-
ing up with backup QB Kerry Collins on a 89-
yard touchdown pass in last Saturday's exhi-
bition against the Dallas Cowboys. The long 
bomb was the only pass Collins completed in 
five attempts. Gabriel's catch was his only 
and the longest in the game. 
Samuel, Patterson shine on D 
While the Cincinnati Bengals were busy 
pounding the defending Super Bowl cham-
pion New England Patriots in last Saturday's 
preseason matchup, former UCF defenders 
Asante Samuel and Elton Patterson were 
pu~ing up some pretty decent numbers. 
While Samuel and the rest of the Pats' 
defenders were burned for 234 passing 
yards, Samuelled New England with four 
tackles. Patterson, who entered the game at 
No. 2 on the Bengals' defensive line depth 
chart, recorded three tackles and one sack, 
while forcing a fumble. 
"It seems to be going in a 
positive direction," Lee said. 
"I'm ready to see what's going to 
happen." · 
Lee will have to keep watch-
ing UCF from a distance as he 
hopes to get a few reps in the 
two remaining preseason 
games. Despite spending most 
of the preseason on the side-
lin~s. Lee doesn't want anyone 
to feel sorry for him. 
Said Lee: "I feel sorry for 




12090 Collegiate Way 
Collegiate Square • Behind Applebee's 
le) ~SC credit c~rd charge, on delivery 
Jumbo Wings 
Pick your flavor from the Flavor Zone 
5 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ....................... .. ............ 3.99 
10 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) .. ............. ........... .. ........ 6.49 
15 (1 Flavor, 1 Ranch) ..................... .......... .... .. 8.99 
20 (1 or 2 Flavors, 1 Ranch) .............. ........... 11.99 
30 (1or2 Flavors, 2·Ranch) .. . : ................ ..... 17.99 
50 (Up to 3 Flavors, 3 Ranch) ................... ... 27.99 
75 (Up to 3 Flavors, 4 Ranch) ...................... 37.99 
100 (Up to 4 Flavors, 5 Ranch) .................... 47.99 
Add Celery ................. ..................................... 49 
Extra Bleu Cheese or Ranch ........... ................ 69 . 
Add fries to any Wing order .: ......... .... ............ 1.99 
Buffalo Wing Basket 
(10 Wings, Ranch & Wedge Fries) ' 
Fresh Chicken Salads 
Pick your Salad 
Grilled Chicken Breast OR Fr ied Chicken Breast 
Pick your Flavor •· 
Plain OR any one of our 
25 flavors 
Pick your Dressing 
Bleu Cheese, Ranch, Honey 
Mustard, Lite Italian 
Chicken Fingers 
Pick your Quantity, Pick your Flavor 
Dipped or On Side 
3 (1 Flavor) ........ : ....................... ......... ...... ... .. 3.99 
5 (1 Flavor) .... .......... ............ .... ... . : ............... .. 6.29 
10 (1 Flavor) ............................... .................. 11.99 
20 (Up to 2 Flavors) ............. .... .... ... ... .. ....... 21.99 
50 (Up to 3 Flavors) ......... . '. ............. .... ........ .47.99 
Chicken Finger Basket 
5Fingers & Wedge Fries ... .... ..... ......... .. .......... 7.49 
Chicken Sandwiches 
& 1 /2 Pound Burgers 
served w/Wedge Fries*$7 29 
•substitutions available for • 
an additional charge ' 
Lettuce, Tomato, Onion, 
Mustard, Mayo, Ketchup & 
Pickle Spear on the side 
Pick your Sandwich . 
Grilled Chicken Bre.ast • Fried Chicken Breast • 1/2 lb Burger 
Pick your Flavor 
Plain OR any one of our 25 flavors 
Cheese or No Cheese 
Jumbo Size Your Fries for Additional $.99 
Wedge Fries ........ .... ... .Regular 1.99 
.......... .................. ....... ... Jumbo 2.99 
Cheese Fries ..... .... ....... Regular 2.99 
................... ................... Jumbo 4.49 
Beer Battered Onion Rings .. .... ........... Regular 2.29 
............................. ........ .................. ... .. Jumbo 3.79 
Mozzarella Sticks (5) ...... ............. ................... .4.49 
Fried Mushrooms ............... ... : ...... ... ..... · ........... .4.49 
Ranch or Bleu Cheese & Celery .......... ....... ....... . 99 
Garden Salad · ........ ......... ..... ................ ... ........ 4.49 
Side Salad ........... : ........................ ...... , .. ........ :. 2.49 
5 Wings & Wedge Frjes ............... .. .. ............. .. . 5.49 
3 Chciken Fingers & Wedge Fries. ....... ........... 5.49 
Soft Drinks 
Cheesecake. ... ........... : .............. 2.49 
Brownies ................................. .. 1.49 
20WINGS 
& Regular Fries 
(any flav~r) $10.99/ 100/o off it~~ M 
FUl w/ pickup/carry out, Student ID, exp. 4/30/2005 · 




all Prat Start I 
cases & portfolio· 
40°/o off · 
all sizes of 
· canvas 
papers 
d 18 X 24, 50 sht. 
d 24 X 36, 50 sht 
list reg. sal_e 
$8.65 $6.92 $J.99 
1.6.20 12.96 7.99 
9.95 7.96· 4.99 
4.62 . 











24.08 17.99 • 
I.AX #,'Art and Design Supplies 
where c reative people ?hop 
30.09 21.99 
1401 E. Colonial Drive 
TEL: 407-898-9785 
FAX: 407-898-9066 
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~ L A I F I T N E s s . 
LA Fitness® wou Id 
like to extend a · 
helping hand to 
UCF students. 
·, 
Because of the severe' damage to YPl:Jr work-
out facility, LA Filness would like to offer UCf 
students a special rate to join our sports cl_ub. 
For a specially reduced initiation fee of only 
$79 (originally $149) and just $34.99_ a month 
yo.u'll get state-of-the-art amenities located 
close to the university. 
800 LA FITNESS LAFITNESS.COM 
87 
~ 
L A I F I T N E s s .. 
Prices valid until UCF woTkout facility resumes for business. Offer available at any LA Fitness location in Orlando. Valid UCF l.D. is required. Exercise Your Options™ 
PREVENT OVERSPENDING . 
----------~--------------------------------------·---------------------------------------------





and save up to 
•' 
*Savings based on a comparison of average sale prices for most popular textbooks on eBay.com during January 2004, with the list price of those books. 
@ 2004 eBay Inc. I rights reserved. eBay and the eBay IOj:O are registered trademarks of eBay Inc. 




Haynes needs 630 yards for ·record 
·. ~81 
yards and eight touchdowns in 
2002, Haynes gained only 774 
yards and scored just five times 
i,n 2003. He believes his struggles 
last season were possibly related 
to the way other teams prepared 
for the Knights' offense. 
"People knew that I was a tar-
get out there,'' Haynes said . . 
"Maybe some people said they 
were going to try and take the 
running game away and make us 
throw the ball to win" 
Haynes said he has worked 
especially hard. this offseason to 
prepare for what should be his 
best season yet Haynes said he 
lias studied his playbook reli-
giously and has been working 
· out more than usual, even on his 
off-days. 
"I'll come in and try and do 
stuff on the side,'' he said "I'll go 
on the treadmill, do stretches, get 
my playbook, learn it and be a 
technician I push myself every-
day so the games will be easiei:'' 
Leadership is also something 
that is being expected out of 
H~ynes, esp~cially from Coach 
O' Leary. The senior said he has 
no problem leading, but he said it 
will be done mostly by example. 
"I feel if I can go out and make 
plays and practice everyday, then 
that's enough. It speaks for itselt:'' · 
Haynes said 'Tm not really aver-
bal person, but when I have to 
speak, I will" 
Polian said he believed 
Haynes can lead the other play-
ers just by the way he approach-
es the game, regardless if it's in 
the classroom or on the practice 
field 
"He takes coaching well and it 
matters to him," Polian said 
"When your best guy at the posi-
tion does that, it sets the example 
for the rest of the guys in the . 
room, and that's excellent to have 
forµs." 
As. far as expectations on the 
way Haynes will play this season, 
Polian doesn't really know just 
how gocxl Haynes will perform. 
He does, howeve:4 expect him to 
play solid football as usual 
"I couldn't predict that he is 
GEORGE IS ON 
THE LOOSE! 
UCF sports marketing has 
flooded the community with 
hundreds of cardboard cut-outs 
of UCF football C0ach George 
O'Leary to boost team .s~pport. 
But now the Georges are out 
of control! They're on the loose 
and nobody can stop the 
awkward leering and two-
dimensional gaze. 
Where will they tum up 
next? Nobody knows but George. 
Each issue the Future will track 
down the anny of Georges and 




. , BRffi HART I CENTRAL FlDRIDA AJTURE 
Senior running back Alex Haynes, who iushed for 774 yards and 5 TDs in 2003, will be the featured weapon in UCF footbalrs brand new offense. · 
going to get this amount of yards 
or this amount of touches, but I 
expect Alex to go about this like a 
mature guy; like a guy who has 
been around,'' Polian said "I 
know he's going to play tough, I 
know he's going to play fast and I . 
know he is going to know. wh?t 
he's doing. If he can· do those 
three things which he has, things 
will take care of themselves:' 
Following Haynes on the run-
ning back depth chart is sopho-
more Dontavius Wilcox. In 2003, 
Wilcox finished second on the 
team in rushing yards (176) and 
rushing touchdowns (4). 
Because of his quick speed and 
skill as a pass catcher, Polian said 
he plans to use him often to spell 
Haynes for when he gets winded 
"Dontavius has got some abil-
ity and experience, so that helps 
him," Polian said "He needs to 
get a little better each day as all of 
us do, but I would expect him to 
contribute this year. He's not 
going to be a spot guy; he's going 
I I I I I 
to have to play for us at some Polian has emphasi7.ed every day 
point" to the running backs is ball securi-
Listed as the No. 3 tailback is ty. In 2003, the Knights' offense 
junior' Keith Wtlliams. Before an turned the ball over to the opposi-
injury sidelined him for most of tion 34 times. Polian said the run-
the 2003 season, Wtlliams looked ' ning backs were a part of the prob-
impressive during training camp. · lem because they fumbled the ball 
This year the team will have 29 times, including 15 that resulted 
Williams as insurance in case in turnovers. 
amything should happen to either As the season is right around 
Ha)'nesorWilcoxduringtheSea.- the come:4 both the players and 
son. the coaches are optimistic that 
· Polian said he believed that the Knights' running game will 
any team who use a feature back, reach the next level Because they 
such as the Knights, should still are including multiple sets this 
have more than one capable run- year instead of the basic single 
ning back on its roster. back formations they have used 
. "There's no doubt that you in the past, the Knights believes 
. have to have two, if not three, run- its offense should be able to find 
ning backs that are ready to play different ways to get the running 
and are absolutely game ready that backs the ball 
you can trust can go out there," 'We'll do a lot ~er than we 
Polian said ''I believe by the time did last year,'' Wilcox said 'We 
we get out of traiping camp, Don- should get more carries, so we 
tavius and Keith will be able to do should produce more yards, and 
that They will be game ready and that should make our offense a lot 
ready to go.'' better and, therefore, allow us to 




McDonald's for his 
favorite breakfast 




MtGriddles are his 
newest 
motivational tool. 
O'Leary plans to 
tie the treats onto 
the ends of sticks 
and attach them 
to players' 
helmets during 
sprints at 5 a.m. 
practice. 
FREE LEGAL SERVICES 
STUDENT 
L E . G . A L . 




ALL STAR CHEERLEADING •TRAMP & TUMBLE • 407-296-5001 
WANTED: ADULT CHEERLEADERS 
Adult Open competition team .has spol5 available Sept 18 
Compete .in an International Championship in Bottrop, Germany. 
Check us out at www.orlandoilames.eom 
CENTRAL FLORIDA LA\iV GROUP, P.A. 
1\ PHIV/\TE L t\ \V FIHi\11 
I 3203 s. ·coNWAY .ROAD, STE. 106 
ORLANDO, FL 32812 
GENERAL PRACTICE LAW FIRM 
DUI• CRIMINAL TRAFFIC 
CRIMINAL MISDEMEANOR .• FAMILY LAW 
SE HABLA ESPANOL! 
407-207-1902 
The hirillg of an attorney is an important decision that should not be based soley 
on advertisements. Before you decide, ask us to send you free written 
information about our qualifications and experience. 
Two Free tickets to the 
MTV Movie Awards! 
To enter, swipe your valid UCF student 
l.D. in at least 15 UCF home.sporting 
events* between now and the end Qf 
Men's Basketball Season. One lucky 
student and their guest will win an all 
expenses paid trip to California for the 
live taping of the MTV Movie Awards! 
For a listing of sports schedules, 
log onto www.udathletics.com 
*includes football, volleyball, men and women's somif and men and women's basketball 
MUSIC TELEVISION 4D 
I I I I I 
MOVING IN? SECURE YOUR DEPOSIT! 
Losing your Security deposit or being overcharged for damages at rentals 
around UCF is quite common. Here are 5 steps to help secure your chance 
of getting some or all of your deposit back and not being overcharged when· 
you move out: 
./ READ THE LEASE! • 
o Look at your lease carefully. Most state that you must inspect the 
unit at the time.of move-in. If there is a deadline for giving a list 
of problems back to the landlord, make sure you get it back to the 
landlord by the deadline. 
./ INSPECT EVERYfHING! 
o The landlor~ may provide you with a move-in inspection sheet. 
If not, make your own list, stating existing probl~ms within 
each room of the unit. ~e very specific - note everything major 
and minor, such as carpet stains or tears, condition of mattress, 
furniture, walls, blinds; countertops, E~7ERYTHING! 
./ MAKE A COPY! 
o. Be sure to make a copy of the completed inspection sheet 
BEFORE giving it back to the landlord. Keep it in a safe place 
during the duration of your lease. 
./ TAKE PICTURES! 
o To further protect yourself from being charged for damages 
existing when you move in, take photos of all common areas, 
your room, and bathroom. Photograph any current problems 
with the condition of the flooring, carpeting, furniture, and the 
lawn/landscape (if you are responsible for lawn upkeep). Take 
more pictures when.you rriove out. Print the photos with dates! 
./ INCREASE YOUR CHANCES! 
o By taking these steps, you should not be charged for pre-existing 
· damage when you move out. And you will be able to prove which 
damages were there ·at the time you moved in, if the damages 
claimed against your deposit ar~ disputed. 
www.stu legal.sdes. ucf .ed u 
' I 
If you have any questions or problems with your lease, call 407-823-2538 to set up an appointment, or visit Student Resource Center room 155 Monday - Friday 8am-5pm. 
\Ne assist with selected areas of law, inlcuding landlord/tenant, consumer, criminal, traffic, & more. Qualified students can recieve free consultation & representation. 
. Funded hy ActjvihJ & Sffvice Fee thl'Ough the Student Gw71w11ent Association t 
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OUR STANCE 
• .. .. 
ii> .. 
Iii .. .. 
"' "' .. UCF survived .. .. 
" .. 
" • • 
'"' ... Charley with style 
S lightly more than a week after its encounter with 
Charley, the worst hurricane 
to hit Central Florida in 44 years, 
UCF is practically back to nor-
• mal. Students returning from a 
· summer break may notice some 
cosmetic differences, but few 
that are as drastic as those seen 
on the drive here. 
While many in Orlando spent 
much of last week sitting in 
sweat;imagining food spoiling 
and struggling to find a service 
station that still had gas, the 
UCF main campus was relatively 
* calm. with power in the majority 
of buildings and fallen trees 
picked up before the weekend 
was over. 
In the storm's wake, city and 
county officials mostly played it 
by ear. Emergency out-of-state 
assistance couldn't physically 
reach Florida for at least a day. 
Neighborhoods had to confer 
with cities that had to confer 
with counties to decide on 
restoration plans. Officials were . 
met with the same problems as 
regular folk - no gas, no food, 
no water and no ice. 
People had to work together 
with others they'd never met. 
Companies, instead of being 
competitors, had to band togeth-
er to provide for customers. 
Restoration of neighborhoods is 
still going on today. 
Yet UCF pulled through µke a 
champion. Most of the damage 
was minor, because school offi-
cials and employees thought 
ahead and made a plan, w~ch 
included emergency personnel 
taking a variety of precautions 
- the day before the storm. 
The university also had a gen-
erator powerful enough to keep 
most of the school up and run-
ning. Essential UCF employees 
who had no power at home had 
air-conditioning, hot meals and 
television on campus during the 
hurricane and afterward. 
These employees then spent 
Saturday and Sunday re-beauti-
fying the campus for students 
who moved in last week. 
The advantages that UCF had 
were used efficiently. The uni-
versity already had the person-
nel, deploying them quickly and 
with adequate .instructions. The 
staff was thorough, going out of 
its way to make the school safe 
for the hurricane and easy to fix 
afterward. , 
Because UCF is self-con-
tained, it was easy to lead the 
right departments to confer, 
work and rectify problems 
together. The groups have 
worked together before, some 
for many yea.rS, making the dis-
aster response a s~ooth transi-
tion from their daily routine. 
-Power, food and ice were no 
OUR STANCE 
problem for a campus that had 
the resources to prepare for such 
an event without relying on out-
side help. 
It wasn't just the employees 
ofUCF who pulled together to 
make the process from pre-hur-
ricane to hurricane to post-hur-
ricane so smooth. Students who 
were on campus directly 'after 
the storm obeyed stop lights and 
drove carefully, unlike drivers on 
major roads. It seems that while 
parts of the UCF community 
may complain about other parts, 
the familiarity is there and famil-
iarity breeds understanding. 
Even the Recreation and 
Wellness Center, which may 
'have received the worst damage 
at UCF, was swamped by an 
army of devoted employees who 
worked long hours to make sure 
the damage wasn't increased by 
the rain that has showered Cen-
tral Florida since Charley left. 
A new roof was put up within 
a day of the damage's discovery,· 
and plans were being made to 
replace services within a week. 
. During a natural disaster, 
communities are considered to 
have done well if they can pull 
together and recover quickly. 
UCF was superior in this regard, 
because its employees prevented 
many of the tragedies before 
they happened and, thus, had lit-
tle to recover from. 
Public praise and 
public mockery 
A s the world celebrates the Olympic-Games in the 
country where they first 
' originated, America has the 
. opp0rtunity to witness a contest 
filled with even more history. 
Also held every four years, this 
contest pits two bitter rivals 
• against each other in a fierce bat-
~ tle for personal honor and 
: absolute power. 
'- The weapon of choice is mud. 
: Slinging is the preferred method 
• of delivery, and no matter what; 
• presidential candidates always get 
. • their hands dirty. 
Of course, in a time when the 
country isn't technically at war 
with any country, but rather at 
: war on terror and spending bil-
- lions to maintain the concluded 
. non-war operations in Iraq, the , 
hot topic is the candidates' own 
' military history. 
: As luck would have it, both 
tnen served in the military during 
a time of war. John Kerry saw 
• front-line action, serving on a 
: swift boat in Vietnam. President 
.• George W. Bush served as an air-
• craft test pilot in the National 
' Guard during Vietnam. 
Bush remained stateside, 
• though - at least we think he did, 
since no one really knows what 
• he did. Of course, we are sure that · 
• he really was in no immediate 
• danger from anyone besides him- · 
self. 
, Still, Bush's supporters - who, 
officially, have nothing to do with 
~ the Bush campaign - have raised 
• the mud-slinging to a new level 
Though both Bush and Kerry 
• have publicly praised each other 
for serving our country, their 
completely unaffiliated fringe 
backers seem to be delivering a 
different message. 
Bush's backers have gone 
straight for the jugular, accusing 
Kerry oflying about some of his 
heroics in·Vietnam and exagger-
ating his record. 
Kerry's backers asked viewers 
to ponder the questiom Where 
exactly was Bush during his time 
in the National Guard and how · -
come no one knows for sure? 
As a matter of principle, Kerry 
himself denounced the anti-Bush 
ads made on his behalf. Bush, 
however, doesn't feel the need fol-
low suit, which shouldn't surprise 
too many people. 
The attacks have hurt Kerry, 
whose record would seem to give 
him an advantage in a wartime 
election. Even more damning is 
the fact that the accusations 
against Kerry are being leveled by 
men who were on those same 
Vietnamese rivers. 
Basically. they accuse Kerry of 
hogging the limelight, taking 
credit for things he didn't do. 
Some even accuse him of turning 
tail and fleeing in the time of 
maximum danger. 
At the same time, other swift-
boat crewmen have come for-
ward to stand behind Kerry and · 
lend credence to his previously 
unchallenged military record - a 
record with three Purple Hearts 
and a Bronze and Silver Star. 
Many of the anti-Kerry crew 
say they were angered by his 
actions once he returned from 
Vietnam and spoke out against 
the war. They felt betrayed 
Apparently, they would feel 
better about keeping Bush in 
office, a man who has never 
betrayed America's trust. And 
they can be sure he won't be 
·speaking out against a war any 
time soon. After all, who's next on 
the axis of evil hit list? 
These attacks are not without 
precedent. In the 2000 elections, 
mysterious fringe groups also 
arose to attack Sen. John 
McCain's record during his pri-
mary campaign'against Bush. 
This must be a terrible coinci-
dence that it seems to be happen-
ing again. Certainly we should 
take our president's word that his 
campaign is innocent. 
In fact, don't be lead astray by 
the fact that Ken Cordier, who 
appeared in a negative ad, was 
actually found to be working on 
the Busµ-Cheney campaign. He 
has since resigned, though, so 
there's no connection there. 
For once, let's focu5 on the 
facts. Candidates on the down-
ward slide throw mud. It's really 
the only thing they have left to 
hold on to. 
Three Purple Hearts and 
Bronze and Silver stars don't 
come easily. No matter what peo-
ple remember noW, enough peo-
ple at the time said enough good · 
things of John Kerry to earn him 
such high accolades. 
In-contrast, no one even 
remembers where Bush was dur-
ing his National Guard time. 
Don't worry, the record of his 
ll.ctivities is probably in the same 
stash as those infamous WMDs. 
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Future biased yet again 
Hello you young, hip college students. My 
name is John Kerry, and I am running for the 
position of president of the United States. 
Now that my campaign is in full swing, I 
would like to clear up some issues my 
detractors often site, which are lies meant to 
discredit the greatest soldier in the universe. 
I am a Vietnam veteran and frickin' 
American hero. I was there for four long 
months, where I earned a commendation for 
shooting a fleeing Vietnamese teenager in a 
loincloth. 
I burned a sniall village to the ground, 
slaughtered their livestock. and because of 
this, only one man out of my entire platoon 
of fellow soldi~rs currently endorse my can-
didacy. Twelve other unpatriotic scumbags 
seem to think I am "unfit" to be the com-
mander-in-chief. 
I just wanted to clear that up for many of 
my incompetent, uninformed; ruilve, 
Michael-Moore-trusting-potential voters. 
(Bet you won't publish this, which proves 
where your true agenda remains!) 
-ANONYMOUS 
No more mouths 
Why is UCF co-sponsoring the "Meeting 
of the Mouths 2" (previously schedtiled for 
the UCF Arena but now postponed), which 
features Sean Hannity, Neal Boortz and 
Rusty Humphries? · 
These media figures feed people's rage, 
oppose dialogue and spread misinformation 
(see http://www.mediamatters.org/). In no 
way do they contribute to an atmosphere of 
learning. They should take their show some-
where else ... without the help of UCF. 
- DANIEL PURREN 
Instant run-off an ideal solution 
Here we are agafil The 2004 election is in 
a few months and our choices seem little dif-
ferent than the last time. This time, there 
seems even less difference between the can-
didates. Both support the invasion of Iraq, 
the war on drugs, the Patriot Act and are 
wealthy white men. 
If you are anything like me - poor, semi-
educated, a patriot and politically aware, you 
are probably scratching your head wonder-
ing why you should bother to vote. I know 
how you feel. I will be voting, though it is 
certainly hard to get excited about the two 
candidates who actually have a chance io 
win. 
Without a new voting system, we are 
doomed to repeat history over and over 
again of seldom having a good choice, of 
being told we must vote for this guy to stop 
this other guy. I invite all students and 
activists to join the effort to put Instant . 
Runoff Voting on the ballot here in Florida 
It will take tremendous grass-roots sup-
port. Activists can join the nonviolent army 
at http://www.cirv.org.'IRV improves the 
choices ·of all of us. 
Openiri.g the door for multiple candidates 
· and parties, we get more peopfo involved 
and interested. Students in UCF's Student 
Government Association should work to 
educate students abput this simple, majority-· 
ensuring voting reform that makes govern-
mental bodies more representative of those 
they work for. It is as easy as 1,2,3 ... 
-ANTHONY LORENZO 
CHAIRMAN, CITIZENS FOR INSTANT RUNOFF VOTING IN FLORIDA 
CIRV@VERIZON.NET 
We encourage letters to the editor 
We here at the Central Florido Future enjoy receiving letters 
from readers, regardless of UCF affiliation. However, to be 
considered fot publication, all letters must include the write.r's 
name and phone number, in order to verify that the opinion 
expressed in the letter is, indeed, the one of the writer. 
See below for methods of submitting your letter; 
The Future encourages comments from readers. Letters to the editor should not exceed 300 words and must indude 
full name and phone number. We may edit for length, grammar, style and libel. Send letters to editor@UCFnews.com, 
submit them online at www.UCFnews.com or fax them to 407'447-4556. Questions? Call 407-447-4555. 
MAN ON THE STREET 
T ff E W 0 R ' D AROUND C A M. P U S 
'Why did you choose UCF?' 
KARAN KUTTY 
Electrical engineeri'ng 
"I liked the engineering plan and it 
was close to home." 
'Athletic training 
"People seem the nicest here." 
KIMMERKUR 
Health science 
"I really liked the•campus and its 
proximity to home." 
Microbiology 
"I liked the closeness (to home) and 
the atmosphere here." 
AMANDA WILLIAMS 
Undecided 
"It was highly recommended by my · 
friends and teachers." 
Aerospace engineering and biology 
"It seemed like a fun place to·spend 
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A permit is required for all motor 
vehicles parked on campus. 
Permits MUST be ordered online, 
and can be picked up at the South · · 
Garage or mailed to your home. -. 
Daily.permits are available. 
, 
Vehicle assistance offered 
by Parkiog Services: 
• Jumpstart your car 




UCF offers shuttles to and from off-campus 
apartment complexes including: 
• Pegasus Pointe , ·Research Park 
·College Station ' Pegasus Landing 
·Jefferson Commons 
·Village at Alafaya -Club 
• Village at Science Drive 
·University.House 
·Boardwalk 
• Arbori Apartments 
·Collegiate Village Inn 
Parki.ng Services Hours: 
Mon-Thurs: 7:30 a.m. - 6 p.m. 
Friday: 7:30 a.m. -5 p.m. 
Order your parking 




• Northgate Lakes 
• Riverwind 
·Tivoli 
*Shuttle operates on class ~ays only, except Saturdays 
Pay·for your permit · 
• Avoid the lines. Pay online with Credit Card and 
have your permit mailed to you. 
• Pay online and opt to pick up yQur permit. · · 
• Pay with personal check, cash, or Credit Card at 
Parking Services Office .. 
Your permit must be ordered online! 
www.parking.ucf.edu 
For i~fo call: (407) 823-5812 · 
Student-Esco.rt Patrol Service (S.E.P.S.) 
. ·provided by the UCF Police-Department 
Escort~ for students on campus at night. 
Call (407) 823-2424: 
-- ~- ~ 
OfficeMax® 
\Jhf.\h;. '1e>UY- -\1,\f\~1'" 
Don't' waste time running from store to store ... 
OfficeMax has the tools you need to help you do your thing: 
/ 
• Notebooks, pens, paper, binders 
. • Computers, printers, copiers 
• POAs, calculators, phones 
• Software and computer accessories 
• Desks, chairs, bookcases 
All at Guaranteed Low Prices! Plus FREE delivery on most orders of $50 or more. 
And don't forget: our in-store CopyMax center can handle all your printing and 
copying needs including color copies, lamination, book binding, and ·digital photo 
prints. Check out the special CopyMax offer below ... valid for the entire school year! 
Save now by bringing the enclosed coupons to one of these OfficeMax stores: 
Store Hours: Sun: 11am-6pm Mon-Fri: 8am-9pm Sat: 9am-9pm 
FERN PARK: Fern Park Plaza. Rte. 17-92 & Stale Rd. 436 ................... .. ............. (407) 830-8900 
KISSIMMEE: Vine Street Square. Vine SI. west of Orange Blossom Trail .... . .... . ..... .. . .. ... (407) 87Q-2041 
ORLANDO: Orange Blossom Tri., S. of Sand Lake Rd ... . .... . . , ........ . ....... : ........... (407) 858-9777 
ORLANDO: Colonial Marketplace. E. Col. at Maguire ...... ... ... .... . . . . .. ... .. .. ... .. . ... (407) 895-2400 
ORLANDO: Highland Lakes Center. Route 50 (West Colonial Drive) & Hiawassee Rd .... ........ (407) 296-7255 
ORLANDO: Century Plaza. Semoran Blvd. (Stale Rt. 436) at Curry Ford Rd .... .. ... ...... , .. . .. (407) 737-6440 
ORLANDO: Waterford Lakes Town Center. Alafaya Trail, north of East-West Expressway (Rt. 408) ... .... (407) 482-3242 
OVIEDO: Oviedo Park Crossing. Central Florida Greeneway and, Red Bug Lake Rd. . . .. . . . . .. . ...... (407) 359-91 oo 





I · I . ~~ ·Same Day Delivery Available 
(407) 2.28-3885 • 600 S. Maguire Blvd. lo&J~.l!Ql ·FREE Lay-Away seds,sunks, Executive . [ii)! 11 I 0 en Mon-Sat 10-7 • Sun 1- & More* Airport 
+1-4 













CLASSIFICATIONS OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINE AD RATES 
100 Help Wanted: General 
125 HelpWanted:Part-Time 
150 Help Wanted: Full-Time 
175 Business Opportunities 
200 For Rent: Homes 
225 For Rent: Apartments 
250 Roommates 
275 Sublease 
375 For Sale: Pets 
400 Services 
500 Events 
525 Events: Greek Life 
550 Events: UCF 
600 Travel 
700 Worship 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS 
3361 Rouse Road #200 
Orlando, FL 32817 
By Phone: (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: (407) .447-4556 
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com 
In Person: University Court, Suite 200 
Uni.v. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chick-Fil-A 
5 p:m. Fri, for Mon. issue 
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. issue 
PAYMENT METHODS 
Cash, Check, Mastercard 
VISA, AMEX, Discover 
€enttal '1oriba '1rtun Seminole Chronicle 
UCF's award-winning newspaper. Serving Oviedo and Winter Springs. 
15,000 published twice-weekly. 10,000 distributed every Friday. 
•Classified line ads are published in both the Future and the Chronicle 
• local rates from only $8 i! week;student rates fr.om $4 a week 
300 For Sale: General 
325 For Sale: Automotive 
350 For Sale: Homes 
800 Miscellaneous 
900 Wanted · 
999 Lost & Found (407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com 
• Economic way to be placed in up to 42,000 weekly issues 
··Reaching Oviedo, Winter Springs, UCF and East Orlando 
·Ads also viewable online 24 hours a day 
Bartenders wanted. 
$300 a day potential. 
Good for students. 
Training provided. No exp. needed. 
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107. 
Get Paid for Your Opinions! 




Singers for Contemporary and 
Gospel A cappella groups. Music 
skills a must! Call: 407-230-6100 
E mail: RNP@rightnote.com 
Reading tutor needed for 10 year old 
once a week. Carillon/little Creek area. 
4()7-222-6686. 
FREE WEIGHT TRAINING 
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and 
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to 
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight 
training. 
Participants will receive: 
• 24 supervised training sessions 





in E. Orlando has immediate 
openings.for part-time 
R_eceivable Reps. for inbound/ 
outbound .calls to discuss 
delinquent customer accts. 
• $9.47-$10.00 hr. 
• Flexible schedules. 
• Paid training 
For immediate consideration visit 
www.iplacement.com/attws 
Attractive, thin females who smoke daily 
or weekly needed for confidential phone 
interview. Selected callers earn $40. 
Leave name and number, your call will 
be returned ASAP. 661-255-3940. 
Need Pre-K & Assist. 
Teacher with experience, 
UCF area. 407-340-4221. 
Nature's Table is looking for friendly, 
energetic, and responsible people. NO 
NIGHTS • NO WEEKENDS • NO 
HOLIDAYS. Full and part time positions 
available. Food service experience 
preferred. Cail Chris or Mike at 
407-381-8690 or Fax info 407-381-8691 . 
MARKET RESEARCH 
TELEPHONE INTERVIEWER 
Permanent PT positions 
at Winter Park Office. , · 
Mostly evening hours 5-9 pm. 
Occasional 9 am - 1 pm. 
·About 12-20 hours/wk. 
Flex. sched. as your sch ed. 
.changes. Starting $7-7.50 
depending on exp. 
· NEVER SALES/Research only 
can ·Donna at 
407-671-7143 
EGG DONORS NEEDED: $3000 
MINIMUM COMPENSATION 
Healthy, non-smoking, attractive 
females. 21 - 30 years old. Must be 
height/weight proportionate. 
Info is confidential 
www.openarmsconsultants.com 
941 377 3978 
INTERNET REAL ESTATE AGENT 
New Business Modell Work from home 
or our offices. Training & License while at 
current job/school. Send blank email to: 
realestate-ucf@?findfreedom.com 
Auditions for UCF's Competition 
Dance Team "KnightMoves": 
Meeting for interested students Wed. 
9/1/04 in Ed. Bldg. Gym@ 5:30pm. 
(407) 823-2143 Lgooch@mail.ucf.edu. 
Mom's Helper eagerly awaited! 
3 children, 7,5,2. PT, flex. hrs/activity. 
Exs-monitor meal, bath, homework, play, 
read, cuddle, fold laundry. 10·20 hrs./wk. 
Apx. $7.50/hr. 3mi. to UCF 
Love kids? Let's talkl 407-694-6984. 
Handyman/house cleaners needed, 
$12/hr+, must have great 
presentation/customer relation skills, 
reliable transportation, work Orlando 
area, good work ethic, some experience 
preferred, must be dependable! Visit 
www.houseboysinc.com & call 
407-774-2697. 
Two Men and a Truck is lo9king for 
FT/PT team members to move 
residential/commercial customers. 
Must be neat in appearance, have 
clean driving record, strong work ethic, & 
exc. customer skills. We offer excellent 
wages +'tips & bonuses. 407-816-0915. 
We are located west of the airport 
at 2901 McCoy Rd, between 
Conway and Orange Ave. 
Volunteer For A Clinical Research Study To 
Evaluate An lnvestigational Medicine 
To Qualify: 
• 18 - 5.5 years of age. 
• ·Non Smokers 
• Not taking any prescription 
medicines 
• Able to stay in research dorm 
for 3 days/2 nights on four 
separate occasions and 
return for 23 out patient visits 
• Compensation up to $2,500.00 
for time and travel 
Call today for more information: ( 407) 240-7878 
Orlando Clinical Research Center 
5055 South Orange Ave. - Orlando-FL 32809 
www .ocrc.net 
™Pool Table ™High Speed Internet Access ™Satellite TV 
™Cable TV in all rooms ™VCRs ™DVD players 
Child care position avail. caring for 15 
month old approx. 10-12 hrs/wk Mon-
1 pm-3pm, Wed. Barn-noon, Fri.· 
-Bam-1 pm. Exp/ref necessary. Own 
transportation. call 407-678-8375 or 
email Rachaelblue@yahoo.com for more 
info. 
Valet parking attendants needed for the 
Orlando/Winter Park area. Seasonal 
positions avail. Great pay. immediate 
openings available. 407-616-3296. 
Horse Boarding Stable, barn work to 
trade for board, lessons, and show fees. 
Experienced applicants call Mikenda 
Farm, 407-568-8418 
Cheerleading Instructors to teach 
children in Orlando and Winter Park 
area, PIT evenings, must have exp. 
teaching children & have car, great 
pay! Call Kristen at 866-273-AAYA 
TALL, STRONG ENERGY 
DRINK SEEKS 
bright, outgoing, energetic person 
for good times around town. Must 
enjoy meeting new people. 
Knowledge of local geography, a 
clean driving record and a passion 
for life required. Bilingual a plus. 
Become a member of the Orlando · 
Mobile Energy Team. As part of 
the team, you'll seek out people in 
·need of energy and introduce them 
to ~nefits of Red Bull. 
If interested in joining the 
Red Bull team, apply at 
www. recrui t.redbul I met.com. 
Red Bull' 
~ 
. ENE RGY DRIN K 
Marketing assistant part time, 
approximately 15 hours 3 days per week. 
Prefer marketing major with good phone, 
office and people skills. Responsibilities 
include researching leads in the product 
market, calling p6tential clients/sending 
out information, sending. e-mail blasts, 
writing letters, press releases, proposals, 
etc., and performing general office 
duties. Winter Park location, starting pay 
$7.00 per hour. Send resume 
info@suredateit.com. 
Babysitter needed for 7 month old boy, 
Mon & Wed 5 p.m.· 7:30 p.m. $40/wk 
4 miles from UCF. References 
necessary, own transportation needed. 
Contact 407-737-6826 
Babysitter needed for 2 1 /2 yr. old child 
in the evening. Experience preferred. In 
the Oviedo area. Spanish a plus. Own 
transportation needed. Call 
407 -925-561 9 or 407-366-7323. 
AUTOMOTIVE DETAILER 
ENTERPRISE RENT-A-CAR is looking 
for Pff car care. We are hiring · 
individuals to help clean and upkeep our 
company vehicles. The i,deal candidate 
would be able to work well without 
supervision, maintain professional 
appearance and attitude, and must be at 
least 21 with a good driving record 
(or 18 - 20 and a full-time student). 
Apply in person at: 283 E. Hwy 434, 
Longwood, FL 32750. EOE M/FN/D 
Part time help to assist disabled 
person on weeknights. Good 
opportunity for students interested 
in healthcare. Close to UCF. Call 
John at 407-678-1729. 
Horse ranch needs barn help PT/AM 
Must be an animal lover, dependable, 
and honest. Clean facility. Close to UCF. 
If you enjoy working with horses call 
407-366-4834. 
WANTED 
PART TIME 911 OPERATORS 
• $10. 72 per hour 
• No Experience Necessary 
·Comprehensive Training Provided 
• Evening and Weekend Hours Available 
Applicants must be will ing to work nights, weekends and holidays. All 
applicants w ill be subject to a comprehensive telecommunications testing 
process and an extensive background investigation including employment 
history verification, education/training verification, criminal record, 
computerized voice stress analysis, and drug screening. 
Appllcatlon accepted through September 30, 2004. 
Applications may be secured at: 
SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF' S OFFICE 
1 oo Bush Blvd. (across from Flea World on 17/92) 
Sanford, Florida 32773 
The SEMINOLE COUNTY SHERIFF'S OFFICE 
is committed to a diverse workforce and is an equal opportunit.Y employer . 
Q:·what· do 
cl) filJ ~ 
and Jllh lhDRRISDn 
have in common? 
A: They both 
donate plasma at 
DCl Biologicals 
Orlando! 
* Of course, J-Lo doesn't live in Orlando and Jim Morrison is 
dead, but we really do have donors with these names. 
Earn S 180 I month donating 
your Iii e-saving plasma. 
DCI Biologicals Orlando 
1900 Alafaya Trail, Suite 500 




Female tutor needed for 
Biology, History, & Spanish. A+ student 
please respond. Call 407-947-2420 or 
email Thaisingha@aol.com 
REAL ESTATE INTERNSHIP - Get your 
real estate license and sales training 
while in school! Accelerated licensing 
program available. For Info and Details 
Call 24 hour recorded line at 
1 (888) 216-6032 ID# 4680 
Part Time office help needed for local 
insurance agency. Assist with 
marketing, data input, & general office 
work. Fax resume to John @ 
407-277-3682 
Customer Service Reps PIT 
No exp. necessary but always a plus. 
Bilingual a plus. Must be able to type 
@ ample speed. Located near Orlando 
Intl. Airport. Flexible Schedule + great 
pay. AM/PM positions available. Call 
Brandon@ 407-243-6150 EXT 2106 
or e-mail @ bbrady@gosafco.com 
C!entral 'loriba ~ture 
The Student NewJpaper Serving UCF Since 1968 
NOW HIRING 
CLASSIFIED SALES REPS 
Must be motivated to sell, renew 
and edit classified ads while 
assisting new and, current clients. 
20 - 25 hrs. per week. 
Hourly plus commission. 
FAX RESUMES TO 407-447-4556 
or EMAIL: classifieds@UCFnews.com 
Are you interested in an exciting career? ·-••••••• ••• \.J Are you a current college 
Freshman or Sophomore? •:• 
U.S.AIR FORCE •••••••••• 
Do you know what you want 
to do after graduation? 
R•O•T•C 
CROSS INTO THE BLUE 
Qualified Freshmen/Sophomore students enrolled in 
Air Force ROTC can apply for available scholarships. 
Incentives 
include: 
• Up to $15,000. tuition per year 
• $51 O in textbooks reimbursement 
• Monthly stipend ($250-$400) 
•Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses 
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors 
and Graduate Students 
For more information, please 
contact Capt Phil Williams; 
( 407) 823-124 7 or 
phelemon@mail. ucf .edu 
s J 00 sign on bonus! 
• flexible s'hedules 
• guaranteed salaries 
• paid training 
• weekly payihe,lcs 
You make your own schedule 
day or night with hourly bonuses 
and commissions. No exp. is 
necessary, we'll get you up and 
running with confidence. We 
offer great opportunities for 
moonlighters and students. 
Bilinguals a plus. 
Call now and set up an 
immediate interview @ 
Orlando 407-243-9400 or 
UCF Area 40-7-673-9700 
Ghirardelli Soda Fountain & Chocolate Shop is looking for friendly, 
energetic people to·serve ice cream, espresso d rinks, and merchandise/ 
sell our legendary line of chocolate confections and retail products. 
We have PT positions available for Chocolateers, Fountain Workers, 
and Gteerers. Perfect opportunity foi: those looking for supplemental 
ihcome! We offer Flexible Hours, Competitive Wages beginning at 
$7/hr, & a Fun Atmosphere! 
If you love to work with the public, have a passion for chocolate and 
a love of ice cream, then this is the place for you! 
Apply in Person 
Ghirardelli Soda Fountain & Chocolate.Shop 
1710 E. Buena Vista Dr. 
Disney Marketplace 
Lake Buena Vista, Fl 32830 
· hrcorp@ghirardelli.lindt.com 
No phone calls please 
GHIRARDELLI. 
CHOCOLATE 
Visit us online at www.ghirardelli.com 
Ghirardelli is an EOE 
r·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·---·-·-·, 
· Help Wanted PIT · 
! 3 Afternoons and Saturdays. I 
I . Retail experience required, 
' j Dance experience preferred. 
Call 407 -366-4585 
L. ·-·-·-·-·-·-·- --·-·-·~ 
Karate black belt instructors needed 
to teach children in Orlando and 
Winter Park area. P!T evenings, great 
p·ay! Must have own transportation. 
Call Kristen at 866-273-AAYA 
GET PAID TO HElP 
ELECT KERRY 
The League of 
Conservation Voters 
is seeking field organizers 
to educate voters about 
the Bush administration's 
efforts to dismantle our 
environmental protections 
and encourage a vote for 
John Kerry 
TEL: 407 .420.4640 
Send Resumes to: 
envirovictoryfl@lcv.org 
paid for by lh• l••ll"" ol 
Con..,,al!M Vole!$. Nolaitllorilod 





room, board, salary, close to UCF 
big house, 2 kids, M-F, 
3:30-6:00++ car & ref. a must. 
dflorence@cjw-assoc.com 
407-366-6522 
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED! 
Make up to $300 Per Shift! No Previous 
Experience Required. Flexible Schedules 
Available. FUN and UPBEAT 
Environment. Call Now 1-800-714-4060. 
~FOR RENT: 
~Homes 
UCF area & Waterford Lks area 
5 homes. 3 or 4 BRs, all in great 
condition! One waterfront, one pool, 
All have community rec & great schs. 
$800-$1450. C21 RE.Pros 407-592-9221 . 
3/2 with 2 car garage. 2 properties 
available. 1 mi. from UCF. Students 
welcome. $1200/mo.Call 407-948-8409. 
Home in E. Orlando 3/1 .5 
$900/month + $750 sec. dep. Clean, no 
pets, w/d hookup, covered pat io and 
carport. 10 mins from UCF! Contact 
407-324-8464 
Waterford Lakes 
312, 5 Mins from UCF, New 
waterfront property, $1800/mo. 
Call 407-427-0049 
212 townhorne 1n Sussex Place. 2 m1. 
from UCF. New appliances and carpet. 
WID hookups. Community pool. 
Landscaping incl. $695/mo plus security. 
Call 407-833-8199 or 407-381-5105. 
HOMES FOR RENT 
UCF area 2, 3 & 4 bedroom homes 
and apts- for rent. $595 to $1295. 
Call 407-629-6330 or 
www.ORLrent.com to view our 
rentals. RE/MAX 200 Realty. 
WINTER PARK TOWNHOUSE 
2 bed, 2.5 bath with fenced in· patio, W/D 
included, pool, A rated schools, no pets. 
$850 includes water. 
Contact 407-359-2058 
Front Studio, own entrance, new, near 
UCF Rouse/Colonial. $500 w/util. and 
pest. Call 407-810-1895 Iv. msg. 
Preferably a student or lady who works. 
2 bed/2 bath duplex unit available 
immediately. W/D, Very clean. Across 
from UCF. $700/mo. 407-872-6277 
!!!!!!!!!!!ONE MONTH FREE RENT!!!!!!!!!!-
Luxury 1 bedroom apartment in 
Jefferson Commons across the street 
from UCF. Need some one to fill starting 
August 19, call today! 813-817-6674 
Clean 2/2 upstairs condo in Hunters 
Reserve, 2 mins. from UCF. Water, 
sewage, ceiling fans, W/D and basic 
appliances included. $780/month 
Contact 321-297-6861 
Roommates Wanted! 
1 or 2 M/P roommates needed in a 3/3 
apartment nex1 to UCF. Furnished living 
room, clubhouse, movie center, tennis 
and basketball courts. Inexpensive rent. 
Call Lindsay at 407-810-6261 
UCF Area/Oviedo 
Suite of furnished rooms for one 
w/kitchenette, lounge, lg. private bath, 
incl. most util. $600/mo. Call Dr. Greer 
407-366-2650 
Very spacious & completely 
remodeled' 2/2 with new carpet, 
$650/mon. 1 min from UCF. W/D 
includ. Contact Brian @ 407-595-6752 
Available ·immediately! 
Seeking roommate for 4/2 house, private 
room including half office and bath. 
Large yard 2 car garage, furnished, WID, 
storage. $450/month + 1/3 util. Contact 
321-246-3049 
Spacious room avail. in 2/2 furnished 
home. Room comes with bed only. 
$425/mo. incl. water and electric. 
UCF area. Pets welcomel 
Call 407-382-2097 ask for Chandler. 
Rooms for rent, 5 min. from UCF in 
new 4 bedroom house, new neigh. 
Lg. rooms, back yard faces preserve_ 
House furn., bedrooms not. Sec. sys., 
high-speed wireless Internet. Room 
w/other students. $500/mo. all util. 
incl. 954-816-3127. 
1 room ·avail. in spacious 3/2 home, 2.5 
mi. from UCF, $450/mo + 1 /3 utilities. 
. Call 407-921-3867 
2 rms avail for females in spacious 4/2.5 
house. $460/mo all includ + internet & 
cable. Only 5 miles from UCF. Contact 
Maritza 954-290-3564 -or- email 
ucfnews4me@yahoo.com 
Private suite in large upscale 2/2 apt. 
Two Mins. from l,JCF. Prime location, . 
gorgeous gated complex. Full gym, 
pool, spa - unit has lake view, W/D 
built in. $450/mo + 1/2 util. - Incl. cable, 
power, hi-speed net - Seeking 1 M/F 
st~dent roommate to move in ASAP. 
407•595-9757 
1 room in 3/2 house avail. 5 min. 
from UCF. No pets. Furnished. Rent 
incls. utll. phone, DSL, satellite, W/D, 
and alarm system. Available 
immediately. Call 407-282-6250. 
Female student seeking 2 females to 
share a new 3/2 townhome in Ashford 
Park. $475/all util. included. ·contact 
321-302-1528 
M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in 
new 3 bdrm home on lake, gated 
comm, 6 mins from UCF, $475/mo 
incl. util, n/s, no pets, sec sys, pool 
& tennis. Call 407-482-3202 or 
239-461-5101 or 239-633-9400. 
Non-smoking male wanted for brand new 
. 3/2 house close to UCF. Fully furnished 
except bedroom (14 x11). $425/mo. + 
1/3 util . Community pool, flex. lease. 
Avail. now. Call 407-719-4420 
1 room avail in 3/2 house, avail 9/1/04. 
20 mins from UCF. $400/mo + 1/3 util. 
Located on golf course, fireplace, lawn 
service, pool and tennis court access. 
Please call Chris 407-702-5359 
Two Minutes to UCF. Behind Pegasus 
Landing in River Chase. Fall out of bed 
into class! Huge home w/ 3 bedrooms to 
rent. Don't wait, call now for yoJr room! 
Ask for Jason, 239-633-4216 
Clean .and Responsible 
House in Waterford Lakes. $500/mo. All 
util. incl. Fast access DSL. Call Lindsay 
at 954-701-3806. 
2 roommates wanted to live in brand new 
4/3 house 5 min. from UCF. Large back 
yard and in-ground jacuzzi. $500/mo, 
all util . incl. Call Travis at 941-685-3954. 
Roommate to share clean, private Winter 
Park home, 20 minutes from UCF. 
$495/month includes 2 bedrooms with 
private bath, utilities, garage, 
washer/dryer, lawn care services. No 
pets. Available now. Call 407-869-8160. 
Roommate needed for furnished house 
with pool 8 min. from UCF. 
Close to 408/Waterford Lakes. W/D incl.· 
Quiet Atmosphere. $450/ Month+ 
1/3 Util. Call Vicky at 321-287-7278 
or victoria_bsas@yahoo.com. 
Female roommate wanted to share 4/3 
close to UCF. N/S. No pets. $500/mo. 
Utilities, Internet, & cable included. 
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or 
954-494-8659. 
1 room avail. for M, in spacious 3/2 .apt, 
Knight Landing, 2 mi from UCF, 
$240/mo. +1/3 electric, Starting ASAP 
Call 386-679-3018 
Winter Park (8 mi. from UCF), 
FURNISHED room on quiet street for 
N/S, drug-free, M/F. Util., cable, W/D 
incl. 2 min. walk to pool, large fenced 
patio, $525/mo. 407-671-4273 - Jay 
Rooms available in beautiful 4/2.5 home. 
Directly behind UCF on conservation 
land. $500/month inGludes rent, utilities, 
internet, cable and furn. if needed. Avail. 
August 1. Contact Matt @ 954-.445-4188. 
LOOK 
House seeking roommate. Prv1. room, 
bath, hall in 3/2 fully furnished home. 
Responsible candidates only, no pets: 
$400+ 1 /2 utilities. Contact Lorie @ 
407-977-5700 
Knights Landing seeking female to share 
2/2 with prv1. fenced-in back yard for 
eight mo. lease. 1 mile from UCF. 
$380/month + elec. cable included. 
Contact Valerie @941 -730-5912 
2 BR/2 BA available in luxury condo 1/2 
mile from UCF. $1050/mo. 
Fully Furnished! 
Call Ana 407-28 1 -370~. 
Available September! 
Seeking responsible non-smoking 
female. 4/2 home in Stoneybrook, on golf 
course, cherry wood bedroom set, prvt. 
• bath, TV, cable, internet. full commun. 
amenities. $525/all included. 1 O mins. 
from UCF. Contact 407-482-01 14. 
!" - Large 5 BR home. ·Looking for 4th · "'! 
I roommate. 5 Mins. from UCF. Incl. I 
j cable, hi~speed Internet, W/D, large j 
j yard. $500/mo incl. utilities. F or Grad j 
. students preferred. Call 407-359-0090 . 
L--·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·-·~ 
Looking for F to share 2/2 apartment, at 
Pine Harbor Apartments, between Dean 
& Rouse near 408, $405/mo + 1/2 util. 
Call Tanya @ 407-925-2307 
2 Roommates needed for house 5 
mins. from UCF. 2 car garage, 
$350/mo. + 1/3 util. NO LEASE! 
407-716-8978 
Seeking Female for beautiful 3/2 
$4257month include DSL, Cable , and 
utilities. Available immediately. Contact" 
ask for Jen 407-273"6538 or 
954-695-4904 . 
Rooms ava~able in newly remodeled 
spacious 4/2 home. Large screen porch. 
2 car garage. W/D. 1 mile from UCF: 
$375/mo. + utilities. 407-625-0238. 
Roommates Needed!! 
Brand new house 1/2 mile from UCF. 
4 bedroom 2 bath, W/D, dishwasher, 
cable TV in every room, high-speed 
wireless Internet, furnished living 
room, full kitchen. This and all 
utilities for just $500/mo! Call James 
at 561·762-8986 or 
SoutoEBX@aol.com 
1 room avail. in 3/2 home 8 mins. from 
UCF. Clean, Quiet female roommates 
wanted. Rent. incl. ALL util. + ethernet. 
$425 a month. Furn. avail. if needed. 
Avail. ASAP. Call 407-277-0259. 
F wanted in 4/2 Beautiful New House 
Huge bedroom, W/D, Ethernet, Gym, 
Poot, Sec Sys, all utilities incl. $525/mo. 
1 O mins from UCF - 1 semester or 1 yr. 
Lease avail Call Katie: 561-596-1205 
2 roommates needed for a 4/3 house. 
Incl. all util + hot tub & ethernet. Brand 
new home less than 1 min. 
from UCF in Carillon: $450/mo. 
Call 239-841-6600. 
Less than 10 mins. away from UCF.-
$275/mo.1 rm avail. plus util. for F to 
share with females in 4/2 home. Clean, 
quiet, W/D, furnished. No Smoking, no 
pets please. Call 407-319-3751. 
Rooms In new house. Fully furn., 
heated pool. Barbecue grill, pool 
table, sec. sys., garage. NS/NP. F 
pref. All util. incl. $600/mo. Call 
Nikki@ 561-212-6291. 
Seeking 2 M roommates for 2400 sq.ft. 
4/2 home w/pool in Carillon.1 /2 mile from 
UCF! 2 car garage, internet, cable, newly 
remodeled. $450/month all included. Call 
•Adam 321-356-9303 
3 leases avail. in Pegasus Land. 
2->$480, 1->$490/month all 
included. lmmed. avail. f only, for 
more i·nfo call Leticia 407-362-4323, 
Leilani 850-829-1403 
212 available in Heather Glen. M/F. Avail. 
end of June. $415/mo. i' util. Quiet area. 
LOOKING FOR DISCOUNTS? 
TV'S & ELECTRONICS 
including but not limited to.video games 
DVD's/players, Digital cameras etc. 
·······www.BUYTVSNOW.COM ....... . 
Furniture Sale 
W/D ($200 ea. barely used), desk ($50), 
entertainment center ($50), kitchen table 
set ($50), chair ($100). Contact Jen at 
' 407-695-3668 or 352-514-1427. 
Moving Sale 
7pc Mstr. Bed set, kitchen barstools.-
desk chair, footstool anything not 
being moved MUST be sold! contact 
Maureen anytime@ 407-620-5616 
BEDS!!! 
King, queen~ full; mattresses and box 
springs, very good condition. 
$125 king, $100 queen, $75 full. 
Contact 407-363-0553. 
Furniture for Salel 
Robb and Stuckie sectional couch , incl. 
queen sleeper sofa, 2 recliners + 
coordinating wall rug, & lamps. MUST 
SELL - $500. 407-275-7674 
2001 Gateway Computer 
Windows ME, CD burner, Epson 
printer. All startup disks and books 
Included. 112 MB, 32 bit memory, 
$250. Call 407-492-2741 
GARAGE SALE - STUDENT SUPPLIES 
GALORE! Double Futon, full mattress 
set, dorm room and classroom goodies. 
12792 Maribou Circle, off Lake Underhill 
. Rd. one block east of Alafaya Trail. 
Sat/Sun, Aug. 28/29, 8-3pm. 
2000 Kia Sportage 
Dark green, ice cold ale, power windows, 
cruise control, 97,000 miles, asking 
$5990 will negotiate. Contact James 
@407-509-5826 -or-
Lucy @ 407-468-7456 
GREAT DEAL!!! 
Saturn. '94. Low mileage. 78,000 mi. Dark 
Brown color. Good conditi<(n. $2,500 or 
best offer. Call 386-848-5215 afternoon 
or evenings only. 
1989 Volvo 240 Sedan. $900 
cash/obo. Must sell asap. Call 
407-496-2016. 
1999 Apnlla Scarabeo Scooter. In great 
shape, 52,00 mi. Just tuned up! Perfect 
for commuting to campus. Goes 40 MPH 
$1000. · Cherry Red w/ New Black Seat. 
Rob 407-365-1009. Winter Springs area . . , 
Want to build EQUITY instead of paying 
rent every month? 
Looking for a house to buy ? 
Let me help you find the right house at 
no charge ! Please Call Nancy at EXIT 
Realty (407)765-61:::7 or 
nancyexitreaity@yahoo.com 
Manufactured Dbl. Wide Home for 
Sale by Owner 
2002 3/2 home immediately avail. 5 
mins. from UCF; new cond W/D incl. 
· Contact Maureen for appt. 
@ 407-620-5616 call anytime 
312 Manufactured home. 1700 sq. ft. 
Appliances incl. Nice community w/. 
club house and 2 pools. Close to 
colleges and shopping. Newly 
remodeled. Call 407-568-9145 or 
407-466-8346. 
Pit Bull Puppy 
Female- 8 Weeks Old 







2 rooms avail. in a large house close 
to UCF. Includes in-ground p.ool, 
W/D, full kitchen. $350/mo. + split 
util. Call 407-619-5642 
Apt. w/ fireplace. Pets allowed. 2 mi. 
from UCF, 6 mos. lease. Avail for 
renewal. Call Alisha at 954-993-3674. ...------:::---=---"""""..,.-,,------. .,,, Get a Bett~r Job! 
2 Bedrooms avail. in 5 BR house. 
$400/mo + util. Located behind campus. 
F preferred. Hi-speed Internet & ·cable 
included. Call Amy at 321-863-0110 
Female needed, clean, responsible, NS, 
for 3/2 apt. in River Park. $400/mo. + 
util. Move in August 27th. 727-784-0257 
12000 CoHeuiate wav 
401-211-1616 
.. 
• 123 Spacious Rooms 
w/double Beds in 
Most Rooms 
• Courtyard Cafe Open for 
Breakfast D_aily 
• Outdoor Heated Pool 
and Jacuzzi 
• 2 Meeting Rooms for 
· up to 40 People 
• _High Spee~ Internet Access 
Aug: Rent is free & No Deposit 
fees!! Room avail. In 4/4@ Pegasus 
Landing. 1yr lease. Incl. everything. 
Shuttle to UCF. Fully furn., util. incl. 
Save money wino deposit fees! Move 
in today!!! Call ASAP 305-773-2522 
or 407-362-2467_ 
11651 UniversilV Boulevard 
401-513-9000 
• 99 Fully Equipped Suites 
• Complimentary Full Breakfast 
Buffet 
• Complimentary Social Hour 
M-TH 5:30p -7:00p 
• Daily Housekeeping Service 
• Room Service by Pizzeria 
Una's Restaurant 
• High Speed Internet Access 
A Better Resume will make you 
look marvelous to that employer 
Ask about student discounts 
Call 321-239-6162 
www.abetterresume.infa 
11801 Hioh Tech Avenue 
401-243-6100 
• l 05 Fully Equipped Suites 
• Full Cable with Showtime 
• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ 
Area 
• Limited Maid Service 
• Pet Friendly 
• High Speed l~ternet Access 
All 3 locations within 1 /2 mile from UCF 
located on University Blvd! 












House I Apartment Cleaning 
Call Angela (407) 620-4727 
·ACADEMIC TUTORING 
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT, 
GRE, etc. In home services avail. 
Call Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 
or e-mail drgreer@lbgtutor.org 
Psychic - One Question 
FREE! Full Reading 49.99 
Reunites Lovers Fast. 
www.geocities.com/Jjlina2001 
1.nterested in 50% savings on 
hospitalizations, doctor and dentist visits 
eyeglasses or hearing aids? Or want to' 
help others get those savings and get 
paid for it? Call 407-321-9386 for more 
info. 
Top Grade Tutoring 
Tutors available in ALL math, science, 
English & foreign language courses. 
• Single sessions and group rates 
available. Contact 407-427-0067. 
Tutciring Available 
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools, 
and many other classes available. 
$20 per session or a full term rate . . 
Call Harel (407) 399-5g10. 
1595 
Start your own Fraternity! Zeta Beta Tau 
is looking for men to start a new.Chapter. 
Zeta Beta Tau Fraternity is North 
America's oldest and largest, historically 
,, Jewish fraternity. If you are interested in 
academic succes~. a chance to network 
and an opportunity to make friends in a 
non-pledging Brotherhood, email: 
zbt@zbtnational.org or call 800-431-9675 
Wanted Female Bfillroom and Latin 
Dance Practice Partner. No exp 
necessary. Must be' patient. 
407-249-1368. 
-... Greek Language 
Seeking Tutor for conversational Greek. 
Eves or Weekends. Contact 
407-370r0240 leave msg. 
l> Old Cell Phones 
UCF Victim Services is collecting used , 
cell phones. Phones can be dropped off 
at TR 533, on )-ibra.Dr. Drop off hours 
,,., are 8 a.m. to !I- p.m. Monday - Friday. 




7 St. Paul, once 
11 Acquired 
14 Tenets 
15 Razor choice 
16 Silver-gray 
17 Ghosts 





23 Fem. address 
·26 Steffi Graf's 
husband 
30 B-Western 
32 Mascara's place 
33 Spotted wildcat 
35 Building 
extension 
36 Keep on 
spinning? 
38 Adding zest to 
44 Pa 
46 Sleepy one 
47 Parthenon site 




57 Coin of India 
58 "The West Wing" 
co-star Rob 
60 Write right 
wrong, e.g. 
64 Of the back 
68 ISS partner 
69 Sal's canal 
70 Fleet · 
71 Original 
72 Prom partner 
73 Used Roller 
Blades 
@ 2004Tri;)un• M*<tia Servic .. , Inc. 
All rtghts re-serv~. 
'11 Loud and flashy 
12 Pass through a 
membrane 
13 Pupil's paper 
19 Regrettably 
21 Ike's initials 
23 Othello, e.g. 
24 Speed along 
25 Rung relative 
27 Whiskey choice 
28 Snakelike fish 
29 Assuage 
31 Actor Wallach 
34 Fusses 
DOWN 37 Bath powder 
1 Classified .. 39 Weblike pattern 
2 Highest 40 Only even 
3 Psyche division prime 
4 Book after Joel 41 Ancient 
5 t 975 Nobel Peruvian 
Peace Prize 42 Dodge model 
winner 43 Gloomy 51 Chirped 61 Significant time 
- · 6 Ruhr-Valley city 45 Vegas cube 52 L. Michaels' period 
7 Slump 47 Flyboys show 62 Ignited 
8 Gobbled 48 Missile type 55 Concluding 63 Peggy pr Pinky 
9 Decorative vase 49 Lumberman's passages 65 Fri. follower 
1 O Largest lake in tool 59 Humorist 66 Citrus cooler 
Europe 50 Lofty poems Bambeck 67 Young bloke 
Please see solutions in next issue - Thurs. 8/26 
Tired ·Of being entertained in church? 
'Reformation 
Orthodox Presbyterian Church 
W\:vw.refopc.org • 407-657-8926 • Downtown Ovied.o 
, 
2004-2005 
Wells Fargo Collegiate® Loan 
We'll Help You CarryThe Load 
We can't help you handle all the pressures of college, but we can 
help you pay for it. The 2004-2005 ·wells Fargo Collegiate Loan 
is your affordable, reliable supplement to federal financing: 
• Deferred Repayment 
• Great Repayment Benefits 
• Low Rates 
• No Fees 
With multiple credit tiers for better approval rates, easy income ' 
verification, same-day processing for complete applications, 
and ·electronic signature for borrowers and cosigners, paying 
for college has never been easier.-
let Wells Fargo make your load a little lighter. 
Apply online or call today! 
1-800-658-3'567 
wellsfargo~com/student 
A portion of each sale from this community's Priority Launch will benefit the Children's Hom rida_ 
All pricing and premium homesites are subject to change without notice. These prices wilt r c ease after 
the first release to offset increasing labor and building supply costs for future building starts.· 
This advertisement is not an offer to residents of NJ, CT, HI, ID, IL, OR, NY .or any other jurisdiction where prohibited, unless the property has been registered or exemptions are available. 
~. . ~ ' :J . 




Party In the StreetsH 
I Sport C] bs: 
- 30 different competitive and 
recreational clubs 
- Nationally re,cognized teams 
- Learn new skills and travel nationwide 
- Campus and Community involvement 
opportunities 
Block Barty and Concert 
- 4 indoor multipurpose courts 
- 1 /8 mil~ indoor track 
- Cardiovascular and weight machines 
- Free Weights 
- Climbing Tower 
- New recreation pool opening in 2005 
Arrive e·arly to 
Avoi:d the Lines . •• 
- Certified Instructors 
- Spinning, kickboxing, strength 
training. yoga, and more for all 
fitness levels · 
- Challenging workouts to improve 
your fitness 
- Fun and exciting classes to keep 
you coming back for more 
Ito doorr Adven. 
- Canoes and other outdoor 
equipment available at Lake Claire 
- Exciting adventure trips into the 
ocean and wilderness 
- Challenge Course opening in 
Fall 2005 
.. 
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